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Judging Quality in Dairy Product s 
P.A. DOWNS 
IN THE DAIRY industry increasing attention is being paid to the question of quality of products. The well established system of buying 
and selling butter and cheese on the basis of quality by score or grade 
is practiced in the principal markets of the world. The other dairy pro-
ducts, while not marketed by score, are receiving more and more attention 
in this respect. As more information becomes available and the judging 
better standardized, other dairy products will doubtless be sold by grade . 
PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR JUDGING DAIRY 
PRODUCTS 
Tasting really includes both taste and smell. Strictly speaking, taste in-
cludes sweetness, bitterness, sourness, and saltiness, or a combination of 
these. No other tastes are known and they are sensed only by the minute 
organs called "taste buds" on the base of the tongue. All material in order 
to have a taste, must be soluble. 
Most of what is ordinarily considered as taste is really derived from the 
sense of smell . Odors are detected by the olfactory nerve located in the 
nose. When food is chewed it is not only broken up but is also warmed 
in the mouth so that the volatile odors or aromas are liberated. With the 
mouth dosed these odors find their way throu gh the nose, where they are 
detected by this nerve. If it is desired to distinguish the fine odors of a 
product it should not be examined in a cold room, and cold material 
should be warmed to a temperature approaching 98 ° F. Ice cream 
should be held on the tongue until it is warmed to body temperature . The 
presence of perfume, strong-smelling soap, tobacco, or any other material 
of like nature will interfere with the detection of flavor and odors of dairy 
products. 
That people differ in ability to taste- that is, to detect the presence of 
sour, sweet, bitter, and salt-has been demonstrated by Blakeslee and 
Fox.1 By the use of a test paper they have shown that the inability to 
taste is apparently transmitted as a Mendelian character. On the average, 
three out of ten persons failed to get a definitely bitter taste from the 
paper. While the inability to taste this material may not indicate inabil-
ity to taste other materials that are bitter, it does show that not all per-
sons have the same tast ing ability. Some people may have a keener sense 
of smell than others and can detect odors more easily. Proper education 
and training in the art of tasting and classifying flavors and odors may, 
however, improve this ability. 
SCORE CARDS FOR DAIRY PRODUCTS 
In the judging of dairy produc ts it has been necessary to develop score 
cards suitable for both commercial and school use. While these score 
1 A. F. Blakeslee and A. L. Fox, Tasters and non-tasters, Jour. of Heredity, Vol. 28, No. 3. 
March, 1932. 
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cards are basically alike, more detailed descriptions are found on the stu-
dent cards. On the other hand, as in the case of the student cards for 
milk, cream, and ice cream, certain factors such as bacteria count and 
street temperature are not used in the actual process of judging, because 
these qualities can be determined accurately only by laboratory methods. 
In the development of judging work, especially in connection with edu-
cational phases, the American Dairy Science Association through its com-
mittee on judging of dairy products recommends certai n changes in score 
cards from tim e to time. Usually the changes arc confined to details of 
special interest to the educator rather than the commercia l jud ge. Basic 
changes in the securing of these products usually originate in such organ-
izations as the federal Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the Bur eau 
of D airy Industry, or in some other organization interested in commercia l 
gradin g of these products. 
The methods of scoring milk and gradin g butter and cheese, wh ile well 
established, are not cons idered perfect . In the case of butter a radical 
depart ure from the present system of judging has been proposed but not 
yet adopted . The material set forth in this pub! ication is in general that 
utilized by the dairy industry and approved by the American D airy Science 
Association . Certain modifications have been recommended for instruc-
tional purposes. 
JUDGING MILK 
The judging of milk is carr ied on under vario us condition s and often 
made use of by producers in an effort to impro ve the quality of the milk 
delivered. Educational scoring contests are used to advantage in milk-
improvement programs and as a part of the regular inspection system of 
a city health department. In cornme rcial milk organizations the practice 
of judgi ng samples of their own product in compa rison with their com-
petitors' encourages the marketing of higher -quality milk. The judging 
of milk in colleges, high schoo ls, and in connection w ith 4-H club work 
throughout the United States has been very successful. The information 
obtained in this way should awaken a n interest in better milk, with the 
producer as well as the consumer. 
MILK SCORE CARDS AND THEIR USE 
The card developed by the federal Bureau of Dairy Industry is used 
where laboratory facilities permit and includ es the factors of bacteria count 
and street temperature or acidity . Directions for scoring are given on the 
back of the card, and details can be found in Circular 384, "How to Con-
duct Milk and Cream Contests," by C. J. Babcock and C. S. Leete, U. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, 1929. Score cards may be obtained in separate form. 
The bacteria coun t is det ermined by the plate met hod and acidit y by 
titration. 
A score card used for instructional pur poses and for judging milk 
where laboratory facilities are not available is given below . It agrees in all 
essentials with the card of the U. S. Dep artment of Agrciulture. Certain 
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factors (b acteria count and temperature or acidity ) are not scored and are 
considered as perfect on the card. Definition s of term s describing fault s 
arc furnished with other materials to the stu dent. 
MILK SCORE CARD 
Contestant's ·o . .... ... . . .. .. .. . Sample No . ........ . ..... • . 
Grades 
Factor Student 
score 
Officia l 
score Score Critic ism 
Criticisms 
Bacteria (45) 45.00 
Flavor (25) 
Sediment (JO) 
Temperature or 
acidity ( 15) 15.00 
Bottle and cap (5) 
TOTAL (100) 
PLACING 
GRADE O;\' CRITICISM (TOTAL) . .. . . . 
TOTAL GRADE .. . . ... .......... .. ...... ... . I l 
Approved by the American Dairy Science Association. 
JUDGING PROCEDUR E 
Flavor: 
Bitter
Cardboard 
Cooked 
Cowy 
Disinfectant 
Feed 
Flat 
Car lie or onion 
Sedimen t: 
Malty 
Metallic 
Musty 
Rancid 
Salty 
Unclean 
Weedy 
Sec page 6 of this 
circular. 
Boule and cap: 
Absorbent cap 
protector 
Ch ipp ed mouth 
Dirty bottle 
Leaky cap 
Lip noc protected 
Lip partially protected 
Not full 
Unscaled cap protector 
The order of judging will depend upon th e situation. In all cases 
samples sho uld be kept at a temperatu re below 50° F. until exam ined fo r 
flavor. The scoring for bottle and cap must be car ried out before the 
bottle is opened . If only one sam ple is available and bacter ia count , ac idity , 
or st reet temperatur es are desired th ey should be determ ined as soon as 
possible in the ord er named . Thes e should be followed hy the determina-
tion of flavor and sed iment. 
Flavor and odor. - Beforc milk is scored for flavor and odor, the bottles 
of milk sho uld be placed in warm wate r until the milk attains a tempera -
ture of 70° to 90 ° F. Faint odors are more easily detected at th ese tem -
peratures than when milk is cold. Scoring shou ld be done in a room 
free from odors. Th e samp le should be well mixed before being opened 
and part of the contents sho uld be pour ed into a clean cup or glass. Smell 
at once the open container of milk and note any odor that may be p resent. 
Fla vors are determined by tastin g th e milk. It is well to sip the m ilk 
slowl y and allow it to rema in in contact with the tongue for a short t ime. 
Durin g th is time the mouth sho uld be closed and the breath slowly passed 
out through the nose. Odors that may ha ve been ove rlooked by the first 
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smelling are usually det ected by this method. The cups or glasses should 
be rinsed with water before new samp les are poured in, and the judg e may 
rins e his mouth with water or chew a piece of app le. 
Whil e no definite ratings can be given that will cover all varieties and 
intensiti es of flavors and odors, the following gener al guid e may be used: 
Description of flavor 
Pleasant, full flavor, free from defects (no criticism required) . . 
Lackin g fu ll flavor, flat, very slight feed, slightl y cooked . ..... . . .. . 
Cooked flavor, feed, salty, slightl y cowy, slightly meta llic, slightly 
bitter, slightl y weedy or malty ... ....... . .. . . . . . .. ...... .... . 
Strong feed, weedy, garlic, bitter, unclean, must y, cowy, slightly high 
acid, slightly rancid , or cardboard (cappy) .. . . .. ... ....... . .. . 
Rancid, strong cowy, high acid .................... . .... . .. . .. . . 
FIG 2 .-T ypcs of sediment testers, with cotton disks . 
Rating 
23. 0 to 25.0 
21.0 to 22.5 
18.0 to 20.5 
12.0 to 17.5 
0.0 to 11.5 
Samples that are sour or have disinfectant or other off flavors so bad 
as to make the milk unsalable must score O in flavor and odor. Cuts of less 
than half pop ints are not used except in case of a tie, wh en quarter points 
are used. 
Sediment .-Sedime nt may be scored either by direct observation of 
the bottom of th e bottle or by the use of the sediment tester disk (Fig. 1). 
Th e latt er method is preferab le wher e the equipm ent (Fi g. 2) is available 
Wh en sedim ent is scored in the bottle the samp les should stand undi sturbed 
for at least an hour before being scored. Each bott le is then exami ned 
in a good light by lifting carefu lly without tipping until the bottom can 
be seen. To score "perfect, " not so much as a single movable speck is 
allowable in the bottom of the bottle. Wh en sediment is present, points 
mu st be deducted according to the quality. Th e following scores are sug-
gested where a pint of milk is scored . 
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Num ber of tin y particles Rating 
No percep tible trace . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0 
One to two tin y particle s .... .. . .. , 9.9 
Two to four tin y part icles . ... . 9.8 
N um ber of tiny particles Rating 
Four to six tin y particle s. . . . . . . . . . 9.7 
Six to eight tin y pa rti cles . _ . . . . . 9.6 
Eig ht to ten tin y pa rticles . .......... 9.6 
Further reductions are based on qua lity and characte r of sediment. For 
instance, a ha ir would cause a 0.5 point cut. 
When a sediment tester is available the sediment may be scored by 
grading th e sediment disk from one pint of milk . T he mi lk should be 
FIG. 3.-Bott le and cap camplc s prepared to show cert ain faults. 
Cr iticism Score 
l. Lip part ia lly p rotected (0,25) . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ..... . .. • ........ 4.75 
2. Lip partially p rotected (0.50) . full (0.50) 4.00 
3 . Unsea led cap protc ct0 r (0 .25) . . . .. ... . .... .......... . . . ....... 4.75 
4. Lip not protec ted (1.0). Chi pped lip (0.50) . ... . . .. . . . . . ........ , ....... . .. . 3 .50 
5. Li p pa rti a lly pro tected (0 .25). Not ful l (0 .25) .. .. .. . . ............ 4.50 
6. Absorbent cap cover (paper) (0.25) . Unsealed cap protector (0.25) . .. .• . . . , . .. 4.50 
7. None (pe rfect score) .... ,........ . .. .. ... . . . ................. , . .......... 5.00 
8. Lip not protec ted .... . ... . . , , . . . . . . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , . 4.00 
9 . Abso rbent cap cove r (cheese cloth) (0.50) . Unsealed cap protector (0.25) . ,,, . , 4.25 
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warmed slightly before it is run through the tester , as it will pass through 
the cotto n disk mu ch mor e qu ickly. A perfectly clean disk will score 
10 with cuts for increasing amounts of sedim ent. Figu re I will g ive 
an idea of th e numerical ratings g iven to the disks . 'Wh ile only 
half-point cuts are shown, finer grading s are often made Usually w hole 
points are used betwe en O and 7, and half point s between 7 and 8, one-
quarter points between 8 and 9.5, and one-tenth points between 9.5 and 10. 
(See suggested scores in paragrap h above for this last group .) 
Bottle and cap.-All samples should be in mi lk bottles . D eductions in 
score are made for dirt y or chi pped bottl es, bottles not full, and for caps 
which do not cover the lips of the bottles or which do not fit properly in 
th e cap seats (Fig. 3 ). The top of the bottl e may be covered with parch -
men t paper, metal fo il, or some other covering imp ervious to water a nd 
dust. To obta in a perfect score, the coverin g must be securely sealed so 
that it canno t be removed without break ing the seal. If the bottle is closed 
with the usual cardboard milk cap, the pouring lip is unprot ected and 
cut accord ingly . It is also cu t if covered with absorbent mat erial such as 
cloth or comm on pap er. 
Type s of defect 
Bottle not full .. . 
Suggested cuts 
. . . .. .. ... .... . . 0.25 to 1.0 
Between ¼ to ½ in ch ...... . . . . 0.25 cu t 
Between ½ to ¾ in ch. 0.50 cut 
Between ¾ to l inch. 0.75 cut 
Over J inc h . . . . . . . . 1.00 cut 
Dirty bot tle (dirt insid e of bottle). . ..... . .. ... ... . . .... . . . 
Cap poor ly sea ted or lea ky ( if un covered) . . . . ..... .. .. . . . . . 
Ch ipped lip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... . 
Pouring lip unp ro tecte d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .. . . . . . . 
Pouri ng lip partia lly protected .. . ... .. .... . .. . . . ... .. . . 
Cap cover ing non -wa ter proof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . . . 
Unseal ed cap p rotec tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . .. .. ... . 
TERM S USED IN SCORING MILK 
Flavor critic isms : 
0.5 to 2.0 
0.1 to 1.0 
0.1 to 0.5 
1.0 
0.25 to 0.75 
0.25 to 0.75 
0.25 
BITTER-A bitter taste may be ca used by str ipper cows, ba cteria l action, or cert ain 
feeds . 
CA RDBOARD-A Aavor which resemb les th e od or and taste of wet ca rdb oar d. 
sometimes called "cappy" . l t is caused by act ion of meta llic salts, especially copper 
sal ts. 
COOKED-A custard or carame l Aavor caused by pasteur izat ion or heating of mi lk 
to too high a tempera tu re. 
COWY - A flavor or odor which resembles the sme ll of cows. Th is flavor usua lly 
indicates a lack of clean liness in th e barn, where the milk abs orbs th e cowy odor whi le 
being hand led . 
DIS I FECTANT - Any Aavor whic h might be d ue to the use of chemica l disin-
fecta nt s around the cows . Very objectio nable and easily a voided . 
FEED or FEEDY-Usually more common in the w inter and ea rly yspr ing and 
caused by stron g-flavo red feeds such as certa in root s or si lage. All strong- flavored feeds 
shou ld be fed after mil kin g . 
FLAT-Wh en milk lacks a full, pleasi ng flavor it is spoke n of as being flat or 
taste less. Th is Aavor is du e e ither to the con d ition of the cow or lack of high- Aavore d 
feed. 
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GARLIC or ONION-A flavor found in milk from cows which have been eating 
wild garlic or onion. Very object ionab le and can seldom be removed from the milk. 
Cows should be removed from infested pastures three or four hours before mi lking . 
H IGH ACID - As bacteria grow in milk they ferment the lactose into lactic acid. 
T he first appearance of such acid ity is referred to as "high acid." A pronounced "high 
acid" flavor is called "sour". "Sour" m ilk is not salable. 
MALTY- A flavor resemb ling that of malt . Often due to the developm ent of cer-
tain bacteria and usually indicates unc lean conditions . 
METALLIC-Thi s flavor gives the impression of. holding a piece of metal in the 
mo uth between the teeth . It is often caused by the presence of metallic salts in the 
milk due to handling mi lk in rust y cans or pails. 
MUSTY-A flavor suggesting a must y or moldy condition. It may be due to feed-
ing must y feed or the storage of milk in a musty cellar or m ilk house. 
RANC ID-A flavor characteristic of spoi led butter or resembling the flavor of 
butyri c acid. I t is due to the decomposition of the butt erfat. In milk it ma y be due to 
the condition of the cow or the feeding of rancid feeds. 
SALTY-Sa lty flavor is often due to a h igh sodium chlorin e conte nt and is often 
found in milk from cows affected with mastiti s or ga rget. 
UNCLEAN-F lavor and odor which one would find in uncl ean utensils especially 
those improperly washed. Very objectionable and can easily be prevented. 
WEEDY - A feed flavor characteristic of certain weeds ea ten by the cow. Often 
found in milk during the dry season when good feed is short in pastures. Often 
resembles a wood flavor, due to the dry cond ition of weeds. 
Bottle and cap criticisms: 
ABSORBENT CAP PROTECTOR -A term used to indicate that the cap protector 
or hood is absorbent and not waterproof. 
CHIPPED MOUTH -The mouth of the bottle either at the cap scat or on the 
pouring lip should be free from chipped places. Such places are difficu lt to clean and 
arc considered a defect. 
DIRTY BOTTLE-Ref ers to the condition of the inside of the bottle. Any con-
dition which indicate s an unclean bot tle where it comes in contact with the mi lk is 
objectionable . 
LEAKY CAP-One that leaks or drips milk when the bottle is invert ed. The ex-
pansion of milk in bottles often forces milk out around the cap, but if the cap is 
properly seated it will not leak or drip when inverted . 
LIP PARTIALLY PROTECTED-Certain kinds of milk caps partly cover the 
pouring lip but not comp letely. Such conditions arc designat ed by the above term. 
UNSEALED CAP COVERING-All hood cap covers or pro tectors should be 
securely fastened so that they cannot be remove d with out detection . Wh en this is not 
the case this term is used as an unfavorable cnt1c1sm. 
NOT FULL- A bottle of milk should be full to within one-fo urth inch of the cap. 
JUDGING CREAM 
The judg ing of cream can be carried on wherever samples are ava il-
able . No equipment is necessary except something to be used as a tasti ng 
rod, a place to wash the rod after each sample is tasted, paper towels for 
wiping the tast ing rod, and a waste ja r. 
Cream may be classified as bottled cream for household use and com-
mercial cream in cans. It is used in both the sweet and the sour condition. 
Sweet cream, havi ng a grea ter variety of uses, dema nds a higher price, 
but the fact that cream is sour does not make it u nsalable, provided it is 
of suitable quality. T he qual ity of butte r to a large extent depends upo n 
the flavors presen t in the cream rather than the acid ity, provided the cream 
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is not too sour . Smoothness and body are important factors in good cream. 
For butter making a thin cream is expens ive to hand le, and when it sours 
often develops curd lump s which are objectionable. Cream which contai ns 
sediment or extraneous matte r is not acceptable for food purposes by the 
Food and Drug Administration of the United States Department of Agri-
cultur e. 
FIG. 4.-Cr eam is used in households in large quantiti es and should be of the 
highe st q uality. 
CREAM SCORE CARDS AND THEm USE 
Th e card developed by the U. S. D epartment of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Dairy Industry , is used for scoring sweet cream in bott les intended for 
household use. Thi s type of cream approaches the requir ement for fluid 
milk and is judged on the same basis. 
Th e card used for the scoring of commercia l cream and presented be-
low takes into consideration the requirements for this type of product. 
Wh ere laboratory facilities are available the complete score card may be 
used, including bacteria and yeast and mold count of the cream. Samples 
showin g a total colony count of less than 500 per cubic centimeter, as 
determined by the use of skimmilk, acidified malt, or other suitable agars 
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used in the determination of proteolytic bacter ia and yeast and mold,
should be considered perfect. A deduction of 0.1 point for each additiona l 
1,000 colonies should be made. Where laboratory facilti es are not avail-
able and when judgi ng cream qual ity is done for instructiona l purposes, 
bacteria and yeast and mold count can be considered perfect. 
JUDGING PROCEDURE 
Where the yeast and mold count is to be determined, this sho uld be 
done first , before the sample is subjected to any contamination. The 
sample can then be warmed and scored for the other points in any order 
desired. 
CREAM SCORE CARD 
Contestant's No ........ . . •. .. 
Factor 
Bacteria count 
Flavo r 
Sediment 
Acidity 
Smoothness a nd 
body 
T OTAL 
PLAC l!';G 
( 45) 
(25) 
( I 0) 
(15) 
(5) 
(100) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Stud ent 
score 
45.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Official 
sco re 
GRADE ON CRITIC ISMS (TOTAL) . ... . . . ... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TOT AL GRADE I 
Sample No . ... . . ...... .... . 
Grades 
Score Critic ism Crit icisms 
F lavor: 
Cooked 
I 
Bitter Disinfectant 
Cowy Garlic or onio n 
Feed Yeasty 
I 
Musty Metallic 
Salty Unc lea n 
Weedy Watery 
I Ranc id Greasy 
I Acidity: 
I 
Slightly sour 
Medium sou r 
Ve ry sour 
I 
Rank sour 
I 
Smoothness and body: 
Thin Roilin g 
Dirty Too thi ck 
I 
Moldy Curd Jumps 
Flavor and odor .- Th e determination of flavor and odor in cream is 
carried out in the same man ner as with milk. The samp les should be at a 
temp erature of 70° to 90° F. whe n examined. A glass or composition rod 
about the size of a lead pencil is dipped into the cream and a small amount 
is tran sferred to the mouth. T he cream is tasted and the flavor and odor 
determined. Th e following material is given as a guide in determining 
the score for certain flavor defects. 
Descr iptio n of flavor 
Full flavor, free from defects . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .. . . . ...... . . . 
Lacking Aavor (flat ), vn y slight feed, slightl y cooked or wat ery ... . 
Cooked Aa vor, feed, salty, or sligh tly cowy . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . 
Strong feed, weed y, bitt er , mu sty, cowy, yeasty, or uncl ean ...... . . . 
Ran cid, greasy, meta llic, onion, or ga rlic ................. . . .... . 
Rating 
23.0 to 25.0 
21.0 to 22.5 
18.0 to 20.5 
12.0 to 17.5 
0.0to l l .5 
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Samples showing disinfectant or coal oil, or defects pronounced enough 
to produce butte r scoring 87 or below, score 0. 
Sediment. -Se diment shou ld be scored by the exa mination of a sedi-
ment disk p repared by filtering four oun ces of cream throu gh the regula-
tion cotto n sediment disk used for m ilk. A perfectly clean disk will score 
10, with deductions for increas ing amounts of sedime nt. The same system 
of grad ing should be used as in the case of milk. (See page 6.) 
Method of Determinin g Sediment 2 in Commercial Cream 
I. Use four ounc es of cream. 
2. Pour the cream into the filt erin g bottl e (if such a filter is used ) or int o a mix -
ing vessel. 
3. Add ¾ teaspoo n of bakin g soda , or com mercia l soda ash or scsq u icarb onat e 
of soda and stir or shake unti l th e neutr a liz er ha s been mix ed wit h th e cream. 
4. Rin se out the sample jar whi ch he ld th e cream with at least 180 ° F. wat e r 
(d istill ed o r cleaned ), pour thi s rinse int o the cream, and thorou ghly mi x again. 
5. Add en oug h wat er to J 80° F. o r abov e to dilut e thi s mixture to about one p int. 
6. Th en filt er throu gh a Rapid-Fl o filt e r disk (John so n and Joh nson ) . Th e mi x-
tur e should a t leas t be 160° F. befo re filterin g; hi gher temp eratur es ar c desir-
able on som e cream. (D o no t heat the mixtu re.) 
All water and conta iners must be clean. Water can be cleaned by filter -
ing it through disks similar to those used to filter cream. 
Acidity. - Acidity can be detected by taste and measured by titration. 
In judging, usua lly the taste has to be dep ended upon, bu t the opinion of 
the judge may be checked against th e titratable ac idit y present. Th is acidity 
is determined by titrating nine cubic centim eters of cream with one-ten th 
norm al sodium hyd roxide solu tion , us ing phenophtha lein as an indicator. 
The number of cubic centimeters requ ired divided by 10 gives the per-
centa ge of titratab le acidity expressed as lactic acid. 3 
Suggeste d range of ratings Ratin g 
Criticism Score Acidity tesl 
Sw eet cream . . . . . . . . 13.0 to 15.0 0.12 to 0.24 
Slightl y sour. ... . .. . 10.0 to 12.5 0.25 to 0.35 
Med ium sour . 7.0 to 9.9 0.36 to 0.60 
Ver y sour . ...... . 5.0 to 6.9 0.60 to 0.80 
Rank sour ... . .. ... .. . 0.0 to 4.5 ove r 0.80 
Smoothness and bod y.- Smoothness and body shou ld be scored by 
observing the condition of the cream as it clings to the samp ling rod as 
well as by the feel on th e tongue. A perfect score would be allowed fo r a 
sample of cream, free from cu rd lu mps, dirt, mo ld, and hav ing a smoot h 
even body of medium thickness. 
Suggested rang e of ratin gs 
Free from curd lump s, dirt , and mo ld with even, smo o th bod y of 
rea sonabl e thickn ess . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Sma ll amount of curd lumps , slightl y too thick o r slightl y too thin 
in body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ... 
Lar ge amount of curd lu mp s, too thick or too thin ; slight boi ling ; d irt y. 
Cream that is mold y, boiling, or dirt y .. . . . . .... .. . . .. . . .... . . .. . 
Sedim en t is some tim es ca I led ex t ran eous matter. 
Rating 
4.5 to 5.0 
4.0 to 4.4 
3.5 to 
2.0 to 
Phili p A. Wri ght , T es t ing Milk and Cre am, U. S. D . A . Misc . Pub, No . 161, 1933. 
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TERMS USED IN JUDG ING CREAM 
Flavor criticisms : 
BITTER -A bitter taste whic h may be caused by feed or the separa tion of mi lk from 
str ipper cows . 
COOKED -T his flavor, also referred to as "heate<l", resembles that of cream which 
has been overheated . May be caused by overpasteur izing or allow 1ng the can of cream 
to stand in the hot sun un til the cream has become heated . 
COWY-A flavor or odor wh ich resembles the smell of a cow . Cau sed by the 
absorption of the cowy odor in the barn while the milk or cream is being handled . 
DI SINF ECT ANT-An y flavor which m ight be due to the use of chemica l disin-
fectants around the cream. Very objec tionable and easily prevented. 
FEED- In dicates the flavor resemb ling that of feed . Usually found in the spring 
and fall when the feed ing of roots and silage is in progress or the cows are on wheat 
or rye past ure. All such feed should be fed after m ilking. 
GARLIC-A common flavor du e to wild garl ic in pas tures. This can be corrected 
by removing cows from the pas ture three or four hour s before milkin g . 
METALLIC-This flavor resemb les that which is notic ed when metal is held in the 
mouth . It is caused by hand ling the mi lk or cream in rusted pails, cans, or separators . 
MUSTY- An odor or flavor often associated with a mo ldy or damp cellar. Cream 
which has mo ld grow ing in it will often show a mu sty Aavor. 
ONION - A flavor like that of onion caused by cows havi ng eaten wild onion . It 
can be eliminat ed in the same mann er as garl ic flavor . 
SALTY- A sal ty flavor may be clue to salt being added or may be found in cream 
from cows whic h have ma stitis. 
UNCLEAN UTENS ILS-A flavor due to a n unc lean condi tion, especially of the 
uten sils. It borders somewhat on a m usty flavor. 
WATERY - Used to describe a condition caused by the add ition of water to the 
cream or by excessive rinsing of the separa tor or cans. 
WE EDY-A flavor resemb ling that of d rying weeds. Caused by the cows eating 
weeds . Th is defect can be reduced by removing the cows from the source of feed three 
to four hours before they are milked. 
YEASTY-A flavor or odo r resembling tho se resulting from alcohol ic fermenta tion 
prod uced by yeast. I t develops rapid ly when cream is held at temperatures of 80° to 
100 ° F . and results in m uch foaming or boiling and some times a bitter flavor. It can 
be retarded by holding a t lower temperatures . 
Smoo thn ess and body criti cisms: 
BOILING yeast is act ively grow ing in a can of cream to the exte nt that carbon 
dioxid e is formed fast enough to cause foamin g, it is referred to as boil ing. 
CURD LUMPS- When thin cream becomes sour it ha s a tendenc y to produce lumps 
of curd . If the cream becomes q uite wa rm these lump s contract and become hard. 
DIRT -Part icles of dirt or other foreign matter are some times found on the surface 
of cream or are visible to the eye during examination. 
MOLD- When 1crea111 is he ld for some time a mold grow th (Oospora lactis) often 
develops on the surface. 
TOO TH ICK-Used wh en cream is so high in fat that it wi ll no t flow. 
THIN -C ream that is watery and low in fat does not keep well and is expensive 
to handle and tran sport. This ma y be du e to rin se water being added to the cream . 
JUDGING BUTTER 
Th e judgin g of butt er is a well-establis hed practice and has been used 
as a means of g rad ing that produ ct in the major mark ets of the Unit ed 
States for ma ny years. By thi s means the federa l and pr ivate jud ges grade 
large amounts of butt er which is sold on the mark et on a g rad ed basis. 
In the indust ry th e practice of scoring butt er by indi vidual s inter ested in 
~ 
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the pur chase or sale of butt er is common. F actory shipment s are often 
scored and sold on the basis of grade. ation al contests among the manu -
factur ers of butt er are held from tim e to tim e. T he place of butt er jud g-
ing in th e dairy industr y m akes such judgin g of great int erest and import-
an ce. 
BUTTER SCORE CARDS AND THEIR USE 
Whil e the types of butter range from high-quality creamery butter, 
both salted and unsalted, to da iry butt er, the same score card is used for 
all. Th e highest-qualit y product scores 93 to 94 a nd the lowest scores as 
low as 86. Butt er scoring 92 or over is often refe rred to comm ercially as 
FIG 5.- A fine, clean flavor is essential in high-quali ty bu tter. 
"extra s", w hile butt er scoring 90 is designated as "C hicago standards". Th e 
score card used for gradin g purpo ses consists of a card of suit able size 
with space for information describin g the lot of butt er. Th e score is based 
upon the factors of flavor, w hich is allowed 45 point s; bod y, 25 point s; 
color, 15 points ; salt, 10 point s; and package, 5 point s : makin g a tot al of 
100 point s . 
For instru ctional work the followin g score card is used, based up on th e 
same number of points , but with additional detail s and term s. In the jud g-
ing of butt er many different types of butter packa ges are encount ered as 
shown in Figur e 6. It is important regardles s of type of package that a 
representati ve sample be obtain ed by the use of a tri er. 
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BUTTER SCORE CARD 
No . . . . .. .......... . Sample . ..... . . . .. .. .. . . 
Student 
score score l Criti-Sco rc cism I Cr iticisms 
( 45) I I I I Acidy 
I I I 
Briny MusLy 
Body (25) Cowy 
Feed Ga rl ic 
I I I I 
Fi shy Coo ked 
Co lo r ( 15) Fl at Greasy Coarse Heated 
O ily Yeas ty 
I I I I 
Weedy Rancid 
Sa ll (10) 
Body: 
Package (5) I I I I 
Gu mm y Mea ly 
Greasy 
I V 
TOTAL (JOO) I I I I Co lor : 
-
Co lor specks 
I I I 
White specks Wavy 
PLACING Uneve n 
··I I CR ITlCIS.\IS Gritty I Package: 
Cheesy 
Neutra l izer 
Gaso line 
Metallic 
Old cream 
Unclean 
Burnt 
Tallow y 
Sticky 
Clo udy b rine 
Crumbly 
. I I Dirty tub Poor finish TOTAL GRADE . ..... . . . . . ' . .. .. 
- -
Approved by the American Dairy Science Association. 
JUDGING PROCEDURE 
Butt er can best be ju dged by the use of a long but ter trier which will 
reach well in to the butt er, thu s gett ing away from th e expose d sur face of 
th e package. Th e trier shou ld be inserted as fa r as desired, turned ooe 
revolution, and pu lled out of the butter. It should be passed imm ediately 
und er the nose so that th e arom a can be observed. I t should then be ex-
am ined by good l ight for color defects. The body should be determin ed 
by th e presenc e of fre e water oo the plu g as we ll as th e resistan ce of th e 
plu g to the finger when pressed agai nst it. A sma ll amo unt of butt er 
should then be plac ed in th e mouth fo r the judging of flavor. The con -
di tion of th e package sho uld be observed before th e work with th e par-
ticular sample is finished. 
Flavor and odor. -T he sma ll amo unt of butt er that is placed in th e 
mouth should be allow ed to me lt on th e ton g ue. Th e mout h should be 
kept closed so that th e volatil e products wi ll pass out throu gh th e nose 
wh ere th ey can be bett er det ected. Th e odo r should be dete rmined by 
sme llin g th e fres hly dra wn plug of butter as soon as possible afte r it is 
removed from the packag e. 
T he temp eratur e of t he room whe re the judging is carri ed on should be 
such that the butter will . rem ain firm but not too cold , as thi s preve nts 
the detection of flavors to the best advantage . The atmosphe re must be 
free from odo rs of all kinds which might interf ere with th e sense of smell 
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of th e jud ge . Th e tri er should be free from exposed steel and mu st be 
wiped clean af ter each sample. 
Whil e defini te ratin gs will vary wit h the int ensity of the Aavor and odor 
defec ts, th e follo wing g uid e ma y be used
FIG. 6.- T ypes of but ter packages (lef t Lo right ) : 3-poun d paper tub, 5-pound tin 
can , I-p ound print , 2-pound ro ll, ¼ -pound pr int s, and 64-po und wooden tub . 
Description of Aavor Rating 
Fresh, fine, sweet, and clean , if fresh make; or fine, sweet, and 
clean if storage butter (n o criti cism requi red ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 .0 to 39 .0 
Fresh, swee t, and clea n i( fresh make: or sweet and clean if storage; 
also very slight feed, coar se, or flat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 .0 to 37 .5 
Burnt, oily, heated, neutral izer, yeas ty, fcedy, briny, storag e, cow y, 
acidy, cheesy, weed y, cooked. or tallow y to a slig ht deg ree . . . . 35.5 to 36 .5 
Pronou nced burnt , oily, heated , stora ge , neut ralize r, cow y, yeast y, 
cheesy, weed y, or fecdy. Slight ly metallic, wood y, bitter, or un -
clean . Very slight old cream . . . .. . .. . . . . . .... . . . .... . .. ..... 33 .5 to 35.0 
Old cream , un clean , or mu sty. Slig ht gasoline, lime, fishy, or metallic 32 .0 to 33.0 
Garl ic, gaso lin e, rancid, pronoun ced or stale old cream, pronoun ced 
oily, metallic, or cheesy . . . . . . . ... .. .. ..... . .. . .. . . . . 30.0 to 3 1.5 
· Bod y.- Th c bod y should be determin ed by the examin ation of th e 
trier and plu g of butter for excessive am ount s of free moi stur e ( d rops of 
water) . Th e clea rn ess of such m oisture should also be observed. Th e 
thu mb shoul d be pressed into th e plug of butt er to dete rm ine the firmn ess. 
and its abilit y to hold th e in corpor ated moi stur e . In abi lity to hold thi s 
moisture is spok en of as leakin ess. Th e id eal body sho uld have a fi rm, 
waxy textur e, and perfect g rain. as indi cate d by a jagge d o r irr eg ular 
toothed edge, wh en butter is brok en apa rt . It should be free from salviness 
or excess fr ee moi stur e and should not sho w a milk y brin e. 
Description of body 
Firm , w axy a nd goo d g rain . . . . . . . ............ . ...... . 
Cru mbl y, greasy, leak y, mealy, salvy, sticky, weak, gumm y, or cloud y 
br ine to a pro noun ced deg ree . . . . . . ....... . .. . . . 
Any of the above to a very pro noun ced degree ...... .. ...... .. . . . 
Rating 
25.0 
24.0 to 25.5 
23.0 to 23.5 
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Color .- The plug of butter should be observed in an abundance of day-
light and any unevenness of color noted. Th e presence of specks or extreme 
orange or yellow color is objectionable. 
Description of colorRat
Uniform color throughout -may be light , medi um , or full go lden 
yellow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.0 
Color specks (reddish orange), mottled, uneven wavy, or white specks 13.0 to 14.S 
Salt .- Th e amount of salt in butt er may vary from none to a rather 
high salt content . Thi s variation is not objectionable provided the salt 
present is completel y dissolved. 
Description of salt Rating 
Uniform and all dissolved- may be light, medium, or heavy . ....... 10.0 
Undi ssolved or gri tty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.0 to 9.5 
Package.-T he butter must be neatly and properly packed in a sound 
package which is clean and free from mold. 
Description of package Rating 
Neatly packed in clea n, sound packages ........ . . . ................. 5.0 
Dirty tub s or conta iner or poor finish . ... .... ............ ... . . .. . . 4.0 to 4.5 
TERMS USED IN JUDGING BUTTE R 
Flavor criticisms: 
ACIDY- App lied to butter wh ich has an acid flavor. It is d ue to the churnin g of 
high-acid cream and is common during hot wea ther and in highly flavored butter. 
BITT ER-A bitt er taste which may be caused by cream from stripp er cows or 
cream whic h has developed a bitter ta~te from bacterial act ion . 
BRINY-A cond ition due to unin corpo rated brine due to improper working. Such 
butter will have a much mor e salty taste than the butt er with the moisture properly 
incorporat ed and having the same amount of salt. 
BURNT or SCORCHED - Very simila r to a cooked flavor, but ,mor e pronounced 
and more disagr eeable. More commo nly foun d in butt er made from neutr alized sour 
cream, pasteur ized at a high tempe rature . 
CHEESY or CURDY-T hese terms are used whenever butter has a flavor which 
resembles that found in fresh cheese or curd. Usually caused by churnin g tl1in, sour 
cream in which the curd has coagulate d: by using a starter wh ich is too sour; or by 
leavin g too m uch buttermilk in the butter . 
COARSE-This refers only to the flavor and indicates that the butter is lack ing in 
fine, swee t-crea m flavor, which is req uired for fine butter which will score 93 or 
better. The term is used in describing 92-score butter and is usually the result of not 
grad ing the cream closely enough. A can or two of cream of questionable flavor or 
quality added to a vat of fine cream may be the cause of a "coa rse" flavor in swee t• 
cream butter. 
COOKED-A custard or caramel flavor caused by improper pasteur ization or heat-
ing the cream to too h igh a temp eratur e. Usually appears in butter made from cream 
of high quality. 
COWY or BARNY-A flavor or odor which resembles the smell of a cow. Usua lly 
indi cates lack of clean methods of milking and the milk and cream absorbing cowy 
or barny odors wh ich later show up in the fin ished butter. 
FEED or FEEDY- Usually more commo n in the win ter and early spring and caused 
by strong- flavored feeds such as certa in roots or silage. All strong-flavored feeds shou ld 
be fed only after milk ing. 
FISHY-Sugges ts an odor or taste resembling that of dr ied fish. It is character istic 
of butter of poor keeping qualit y and is a very seriou s defect . It may be caused by 
l 
r 
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absorption fro m being stored near fish, from feed cond ition, or bacte rial action. Th e 
developme nt of the defect is intensified by the pre sence of meta llic salts in the butter. 
FLAT-Used w hen butt er lacks the pronounced delicate flavor and aroma character-
istic of superior-q ua lity butter. Du e to churn ing sweet cream without start er, cream 
from strippe r cows, excessive washin g of butt er , and excessive dilution of cream with 
water. 
GARLIC-Caused by the cows' eat ing wild garlic. Objectionab le and can seldom 
be removed from milk or cream . Butter made from cream prod uced on pas tures cbn-
tainin g this pla nt ofte n has the characteris tic flavor . 
GASOLI E-Caused by exposi ng the milk, cream, or butter to the fu mes of gas-
oline. This happens by permitting gasoline engi nes to operate too close to the milk or 
cream or by contaminatin g the cream cans with gasoline. Cans should n ever be used 
for cream after they have had this prod uct in them. Cream or butter having this Ravor 
is practically useless as a food . 
H EATE D-Th is term does not have reference to overh ea ting of the cream in the 
process of pas teurization, but is a flavor characteris tic of butt er made during extremely 
hot weather where either the cream has been subjected to the hot sun while in the 
cream cans, or the butt er has been exposed at some time to the direct heat of the sun 
and becomes very soft. Either condition wi ll result in a flat, greasy- tasting butter which 
is commo nly descr ibed as "hea ted" . 
METALLIC-S ugges ts the taste of metal or the odor which may be noticed when 
the cover is removed from a rusty cream can. 
MU STY- Suggests a moldy vegetab le cellar. 
NEUTRALIZER - An alkal ine flavor, resultin g from the improper use of alka li 
as a neutralizer or overn eutrali zed cream . 
OILY-Butte r-oil taste in butter which may be due to various causes, such as 
exposing cream to the hot sun, caus ing the butterfat to form a film of butter-oil 
around the inside walls of the can . 
OLD CREAM-Suggests the use of stale cream in the ma nu factur e of the butter. 
May be caused by unclean separato r, mixing sweet and sour crea m, or not cooling the 
cream on the farm. 
RANCID-A rancid or stron g flavor characteristic of old butter of poor k eeping 
quality. It is du e to the decomposition of the butt erfat and is com mon as a decompos i-
tion prod uct of practical ly all an imal fats and oils. It ma y be caused by molds and 
bacteria as well as enzyme and chemical act ion. Wh en presen t to a pronounced extent 
butter is no longer salable for table use. 
STORAG E-This flavor develops in butter held for any considerab le time in cold 
storage. Th e butter grad ually loses some of its delicate flavor and aroma and develops 
this peculiar flavor. It develops more quick ly in inferior butter th an in th e better 
types. Th e exac t cause has not been demonst rated but it is believed to be due to chem-
ical changes . 
TALLOWY-Refers to butter which shows a distinct taste a nd odor of tallow . 
Very often bleach ing of the color can be noticed in tallowy butt er. The defect is 
caused by exposure to air, light, and heat, by metallic salts in the cream or an excess 
of neutr alizer. Thi s defect, li ke "ra ncidity", makes the butter unfit for mark et use. 
UNC LEAN-T his term is used whenever the butt er has a flavor or odor which 
is objection able and fore ign to butter and sugges ts unclean conditi ons. Flavors of this 
k ind usually originate in dirt y cond itions somew here in the h and ling of milk and cream 
on the farm . Im properly cleaned cream separa tors or milkin g machi nes, or careless 
methods used in mi lking are the most commo n causes of flavors whic h we describe as 
"unclean."
WEEDY-The taste of certain weeds that cows have eate n. 
WOODY - A flavor not very comm on but occurring at times . Resemb les the odor of 
new wood and is usually due to new churn s, paddles or other wood en equipm ent 
which had not been properly treated before being used. Some bacter .ia and mold, as 
well as wash water and wooden packages, may be respons ible for the flavor in butt er. 
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YEASTY-A flavor a nd odor resembl ing those resulting from alcoholic ferm enta-
tions produced by yeasts. 1 n the advanced stages of fermentat ion a bitter ta ste often 
develops in the cream a well as much foaming Rutter made of low-qu:ility cream 
usually shows indicat ions of this flavor
Body and texture criticisms: 
CLOUDY BRINE-The incorporated water in salted butter is referred to as brine. 
When drawing a plug of butter with the trier, droplets of brine w ill appear on the 
surface. lf thi s is cloudy ( not clear) to a marked degree, it is spoken of as cloudy 
bri ne. It is caused hy im proper washing and working of the butter and is often asso-
ciated with leaky butter. 
CRUMBLY-This characteristic, sometimes described by the wrm "br ittle", refers 
to butter which does not stick together. It foils to draw a satisfactory plug and does 
not cut or spread readily. Usually found in fall, winter, and early sprin g due to the 
hard cond ition of the fa t globules . 
GREASY-With this type of body the butter is not waxy in appearance but has the 
appearance of soft grease Usuall y due to overworking, espec ially when the butter is 
too warm. 
LEAKY - The moisture has not been prope rly incorporated and the butter shows 
considerable free moisture, which drips off of the trier. 
MEALY- Butter showing a granular or mealy condition . May be due to pasteuriz ing 
or it may be caused by an "o iling off'' of the butt er-oil when buLter is added to the 
cream for repasteurization, or by improper neutrali zation of sour cream . 
SAL VY-T his term is used to describe butter in which the g rain has been d estroyed 
to the extent that the texture resembles that of lard. It may be du e to overwork ing 
very firm butter, espec ially when lack ing in moisture. 
WEAK -A condition used to describe butter which lacks the desired firmness and 
"standing up" properties. Usually caused by ch urnin g cream too soo n after pasteuriza-
tion or without cool ing to a low enough temperature to secure proper firmness o( the 
butterfat before churning . 
Color Criticisms: 
COLOR SPECKS-Reddish yellow specks throughout the butter due to sed iment in 
the butter color used. 
MCTTLES-An unevenness of color in the body of butter is show n in the form of 
spots (mot tles) of ligh ter and deeper shades of yellow . This is caused by the uneven 
distribution of the salt and is a very serious defect on the market. 
UN EVE - When different lots of butter of different shades of yellow arc packed 
together, the package will show an uneven color. 
W A VY- When the uneven ness of color in the butter is show n in the form of 
streaks or waves it is referred to as "wavy" . Caused by uneven working and work-
ing remnants of other churnings into the butte r. 
WllITE SPECKS - La rge numbers of small white specks (curd specks) through-
ou t the butter is due to the incorporation of small particles of coag ulat ed casein. Also 
caused by sta rter or cream being al lowed to enter the ch urn without proper strainin g. 
Salt Criticisms : 
GRITTY - When butter is gri tty between the teeth it usually contains some undi s-
solved salt due to insufficie nt work ing of the butter. Gritty butter is very often wavy 
or mottled in color. 
DlRTY TUB - The butt er tub should be clean in order to be pleasing to the eye 
of the purchaser. Tubs of butt er w hich are objec tionably soiled or dirty are criticized 
unless the judge is otherw i5e directed. 
Package Criticisms: 
POOR F I !SH- The surface of the butter in the package as well as the paper used 
to cover the butter shoul d be smooth and ha ve a pleasing appearance. When this is 
not the case it is spo ken of as " poor finish". 
, 
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JUDGING AMERICAN CH EDD AR CHEESE 
The judging of American cheddar ch eese in the United Stat es mark ets 
is well established . Standards and grades are accep ted and are used to 
gu ide the producer , dealer, and consumer · in the buying and sellin g of 
cheese . Th e Un ited States D epartm ent of Agricultu re, Bur eau of Agri -
cultural Eco nomics, carries on cheese scoring and grad ing work in the 
princip al marke ts of this cou ntry. A fundamental k now ledge of th e 
practi ce of judging cheese is of importanc e to th ose int erested in the p ro-
duction as well as the consumpt ion of cheese . 
FIG. 7 .- Hi gh-q ual ity che<l<lar cheese in a conven ient -sizeJ package. 
American chedda r cheese is mad e and marketed in several styles or 
shapes known comm ercially as ched dar s, Aats ( single or twin ), d aisies 
(single, doubl e, or tripl e), young Am ericas, squares (5 and 10 pounds), 
and Long Horn s. Th e shap e of th e cheese does not affect the scoring of 
cheese made from whole milk. Sk imm ed, part ski mm ed, and process 
cheeses are not includ ed in this class and should be scored by diff erent 
stand ards . 
CHEESE SCORE CARDS AND THEfR USE 
On the question of the best score card for Ame rican cheddar cheese 
some difference of opinion seems to exist. For that reason th ere are two 
score ca rd s in use. Th e one used by the inspect ion service of the Unit ed 
States D epartme nt of Agriculture, Bur eau of Agricultural Eco nomi cs, and 
set forth in U. S. D. A. Circular 157, is as follows: 
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Score 
Flavor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Body and texture.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Fi nish and appearance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Tota l. ... . ........ ..... . .... ........ . . ...... . 100 
It wi ll be noted that the num ber of poi nt s allowe d for body and 
texture is greater tha n tha t fo r flavor. No doub t th is is du e to the fac t 
that comm ercially the body of the cheese dete rmi n es its value more than 
th e flavor . 
FIG. 8.- Stcps in exa minin g cheese. 
Th e score card used thro u gh out thi s countr y in edu cational wo rk and 
approved by the Ame rican D airy Science Association is shown below. 
Thi s card allots 45 points fo r flavo r and 30 poin ts for body and only 15 
points for finish. In ad dition th ere is certain descripti ve matt er u sefu l fo r 
in stru ct ion al pur poses. 
JUDGING PROCEDURE 
Th e samples of cheese prope rly labeled sho uld be allowed to stand at 
room temperatures for a few hour s before they are scored . Thi s allows 
the cheese to become wa rm afte r being removed from stora ge and gives 
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CHEESE SCORE CARD 
Contestant's No . .... .... . ..... . 
Factor 
Flavor (45) 
Dody and 
textu re (30) 
Finish ( 15) 
Co lor ( 10) 
TOTAL (100) 
PLACING 
I Student score 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Offic ial 
score 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
GRADE ON CRITICISMS (TOTAL) .... 
TOTAL GRADE . .. . ...... . ...... .... 
Grade, 
Score 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Criti -
cism 
Approved by the Am erican Dairy Science Association. 
Sample No . . .. .. ......... . 
Criticisms 
Flavor: 
Acidy Fermented Moldy 
Bitter Flat Rancid 
Cowy Fruity Weedy 
Feed Unclea n Yeasty 
Dody and texture: 
Co rk y Gassy Spongy 
Crumb ly Mealy Weak 
Curdy Open Yeast 
Flaky Pasty holes 
Sweet curd holes 
Finish: 
Cracked rind U never surfaces 
Huffed Mo ldy 
Light spots Rot spots 
Wrink led band age Paraffin 
Soi led 
Scaly 
Co lor: 
Acid cut Seamy 
Mottled Wavy 
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a more characteristic appearance and body . Cheddar cheese should be 
judged by the use of a trier. The sample should be drawn with a clean 
trier so that a representative samp le will be obtained. The trier is in serted 
well into the top of the cheese in a slanting position, if possible, turned 
around once, and then withdrawn. In this way, a long, round, cylindrical 
sample, com monly called a plug, is obtained. After the plug ha s been 
drawn it is passed und er the nose and the flavor determined. Thi s can 
best be observed by smelli ng the plug and by crushing and warming some 
of the cheese between th e thumb and the fingers and then smelling . As 
little actual tasting as possible is advisable in judging cheese. Th e con-
tinued tasting of strong cheese soon deadens the sense of taste. Much 
depends upon smell. The plug is removed from the trier and rolled be-
tween the fingers to test its text ure, which is judged by its pliability and 
compact ness. An ideal texture is one that shows a solid, compa ct, con-
tinuous curd free from breaks and holes. When the plug is rolled it shou ld 
..J-4., bend readily and show a flinty appearance resembling the surfa ce of broken 
flint when broken. 
After th e plug is broke n a small. portion is pressed and ru bbed between 
, the thumb and fingers for the determination of body. An ideal body feels 
soft, firm, and smooth in consistency. Th e plug when drawn from a 
cheese of ideal body shou ld be smooth and waxy in appearance. After 
the exam ination, the remai nder of the plug should be replaced in the 
trier hole and the sur face sealed with a small amount of cheese. The 
make-up or appearance of th e cheese as a whole should be noted and the 
color determin ed by observation durin g the examination of th e plug. 
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FIG. 9.-A mark ed case of swee t-curd holes in a sampl e OF can ned cheddar cheese. 
CHARACTERISTICS AND RA TINGS USED IN SCORIN G AMERICAN 
CHEDDAR CHEESE 
Flavor.- In the scoring of cheese, flavor must be con sidered from the 
standpoint of degree and quality. A newly made cheese does not have a 
well developed flavor and aroma . Us ually .it has a raw -curd taste and is 
classed as a "fresh" cheese. A cheese that has been held in the curing 
room for some time and has a moderately developed "nutty" flavo r ·is 
classed as "m ild", and cheese which has considerable age and has ripene d 
more ful ly and developed a rather sha rp taste is classed as "aged" cheese. 
The demand of consumers of cheese varies greatly , some desiring a 
fresh, very m ild-flavored cheese, while othe rs desire an aged cheese with 
a distinctly sharp taste. 
5 C . W. Fr yho fer and Roy C . Pott s, Handbook for use in the insp ec tion of whole milk chee se 
under foo d pro du cts inspect io n law, U. S . D. A. Cir c. 157 . 
1 
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Cheese which has developed a charac teristic cheese flavor and does not 
possess a raw -curd taste, receives the same rating for flavor whether it is 
"fresh", "mild ", or "aged", provided it is clean and pleasi ng. 
The quality of the flavor may be classified from the standpoint o( 
palatability under five general gro up s as "highly pleasing", "desirable", 
"slightly objectionable", "objectionable", and "poor". The total score o( 
cheese and its relation to flavor cha racte ristics are as follows: 
A highly pleasing Aavor is an especially fine, clean flavor and aroma 
very fully developed and especially pleasing to the taste and smell. Tt is 
characteristic of highest -q uality cheese, scoring 95 points or more in tctal 
score and 40 points or above on flavor, and it requires no flavor criticism 
on the score card. 
Slightly objec tionable flavors are flavors such as "cowy", "feed", 
"weedy", or " heated", and when only slightly developed are pe rmitted in 
cheese scoring 89 lo 91. Slight defects may appear in body and texture as 
well as in color in a cheese of this score. 
Objectionable flavors are those flavors objectionable to the taste but not 
developed to the extent that they are distinctly disagre eab le . Such flavors 
as "cowy'', "weedy", and "fee d ", when di stinctly developed, arc common 
in cheese of this quality and also such flavors as "fruity", "acidy", and 
"bitter" when only slightly developed. These Aavors a re permitted in 
cheese scoring 86 to 88 points, which may also show defects in body, 
texture, and color. 
Poor or "off" flavors include all objectionable Aavors which hav e 
developed to the extent th at they arc disti nctly disagreeable to the taste . 
They are common to cheese of low q ua lity and include such flavor s as 
" l " " " "f d" '' d id" " bi " unc ean , yeasty , fermente , pro nou nce ac1 , strong 1tter , 
"strong fruity", "moldy", and "rancid". They are permitted in cheese 
scorign 85 or less, which may also be accompanied with marked defects 
in body texture and color. Cheese scoring below 83, usuallv spoken of as 
"culls", is nol suitable for gene ral consumptio n. 
Description of Aavor Rating 
Characteristic cheese flavor, well developed, clean, and highly pleasing to 43.0 
Clean and desirab le, but lacking characteristic cheese flavor . . . . . . . . 40.0 to 40 .5 
Flavors (cowy, feedy, weedy, bitter) prese nt to slig ht or mod erate 
degree .. . . . .. . . ... . ....... 37.0 to 39.5 
Flavors above present to pronounced degree or flavors 1uch as acidity
bitter, fruity, unclean, fermented, muldy, rancid, yeasty, present 
to slight degree . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. ... . ... 35.0 to 36.5 
Flavors suc h as acidy, bitter, fruity, unclean, fermented, moldy, rancid 
and yeasty present to pronounced degree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.0 to .5 
Body and texture. - The term "body" as applied to cheese refers to th e 
degree of firmness of the cheese as a whole and its genera l consistency; 
the term "texture" refers to the character of its structure. Th e gene ral 
appearance of the plug will show the nature of the texture; that is, whether 
it is "close" or "open", and also the presence or absence of "gas holes", or 
"pin holes", "sweet curd holes " or "yeast holes". A portion of the cheese 
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rubbe d between the thumb and fingers will sho w the natu re of the body 
of the cheese and indicate readily such characteristics as "corky", "mealy", 
bl " " " " crum y , wea , pasty , or spongy . 
Cheese to receive the maximu m rating of 30 points for body and 
textur e mu st be smooth and silky, slightly translucent, meaty and waxy, 
free from gas holes or any tendency to mealiness or pastiness, and m ust 
not be sticky, rubb ery, or corky Such cheese is not criti cized on the score 
card for body and texture, because it is seldom found. 
Description of body and texture Rating 
Firm , waxy, smooth and n ot mor e than three small mechan ical 
openings on a trier plug ................. . ................. 29.0 to 30.0 
Four to six mechanical openings and sweet curd holes on a trier plu g, 
slightly weak .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27.5 to 28.5 
Slightl y corky, crumbl y, curd y, meal y, pa sty, lum py, weak ; a few 
pin holes; seven to twelve m echanical openin gs or sweet curd 
holes on a trier plug ..... . .... . . . ......... . ... . . . .. . ....... 25.5 to 27.0 
Many p in holes or ragge d m echan ical openings; distinctly cork y, 
crumb ly, mealy, pasty, weak ....... . ...... .. .... . .... . ...... 23.5 to 25.0 
Spongy struc n1re, yeast holes, very weak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.0 to 23.0 
Finish and appearance.- A neat, uniform, smooth finish gives a cheese 
an attr active appeara nce and increase its ma rket value. Cheese to be given 
the full rating of 15 points for fin ish and appearance must be uniform in 
size and shape, covered with a clean, closed, smooth fittin g band age, free 
fro m "mol d", and have squ are edges, sound rind , and dry, clean , and even 
surfaces. Cut s are used when "wrinkl ed bandage", "c racked rind ", " un-
f " " 1 ffi " " " ld" d "h ff d" di-even sur ace , sea y para n , rot spots , mo , an u e con 1- 1 
tions are foun d on a cheese. 
Descriptio n of finish Ratin g 
Clean, neat and smooth, rind sound and uni form in color . . . . . . . . . . 15.0 
H uffed, ligh t spo ts, mo ldy, scaly paraffin, soiled, un even surfaces, 
wrinkl ed bandage. . ... .................. 14.0 to 14.5 
Cracked rind , rot spots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.0 to 13.5 
Color.- T he color of cheese varies greatly, depending upon the market, 
from uncolored ( whi te) to a dark yellow color. Th e degree of color does 
not affect the score except in extremely high or reddish-colored cheese 
which is limited to a score of 91 points. Cuts in color score are made when 
"w hite specks", "wavy ", "mottles", "acid cut ", or "sea my" cond ition s 
exist. 
Description of color 
Even and slightly tran slucent ... . ..... . .. . . . . .... . .. ...... . .... . 
Acid cut , seam y, wavy, mo ttled, faded .. . ..... . ..... ..... . ...... . 
TE RMS USED IN JUDGING CHEESE 
Flavor cri ticisms: 
Rating
10.0 
9.0 to 9.5 
ACIDY- A sharp acid taste or a sour odor in cheese is denoted by this term. It 
is caused by over ripened milk and insufficient cookin g of the curd . 
BITTER-A term used to ind icate a bitter taste whi ch is du e to feed condit ions, 
condition of the cow, or bac terial action. 
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COWY- A Aavor and odor that resemb les the smell of a cow. It indicate s that 
unclean milk or milk which has been allow ed to stand in the barn and absorb the 
odor was used in the manufactur e of the cheese. 
FEED - A term to d escribe flavors that resemble feeds especially those that are 
strong such as silage and roots. Such feeds should alwa ys be fed after milki ng. 
FERMENTED-A term used to describe a flavor whi ch resembles fermented whey 
or milk and has a somew hat sickening taste. It is caused by unclean condition s in milk 
or in the factory. 
FLAT - Cheese tha t lacks flavor and aroma clue to too sweet mi lk, im proper cook-
ing of curd or too much washing of the cur d. 
FRUITY- Th is flavor is sometime s referred to as "swee t" and is suggestive of 
art ificial pineapp le odor. 
GREEN-A Aavor character istic of a fresh (g reen) cheese in whi ch there has been 
no developm ent of the tru e cheese flavor . 
HEAT ED-A term used to descr ibe a flavor that resemble s tha t of heated fat and 
is due to using milk which has been exposed to too much hea t. 
MOLDY-A flavor or odor that resembles d1at of mold. It is ofte n spoken of as 
musty and is caused by mold growt h in the cheese . 
RANCID--A Aavo r due to the decomposition of but terfat and 1s comm on in old 
da iry products of poor keeping quali ty. Wh en it is prese nt to a pronounc ed d egree 
the product is unsuitable for table use. 
U CLEAN-T his term is used to describe a flavor or odor wh ich suggests uncl ean 
conditi ons. It is often d ue to the conditi on of the milk which is carried throu g h into 
the cheese. 
WEEDY - A flavor due to the use of m ilk which has a weedy flavor. I t is of ten 
accompan ied by a bitter flavor. 
YEASTY- A flavor and odor resemb lin g those resul ting from the fermentations 
produced by yeasts. Very often large gas holes are found in cheese that show a yeasty 
flavor . 
.Body and texture criticisms: 
CORKY-A term used to describe a cheese that is hard , tough, and over- firm which 
does not cru sh down readily wh en pressed between the thumb and finger. 
CRUMBLY- A crumbly body is one that break s down in a crumbl y conditi on when 
pressed and rubbed between the fingers. It is closely associated with mealin ess and 
is comm only found in "acidy" cheese . 
FLAKY - This term is u sed to deno te a condition that seems to indicat e that the
curd has no t proper ly kni tted toge ther. It is characterized by the plug breaking with
an even and glisten ing surface. 
GASSY- Wh en cheese ferments it often shows man y small gas holes often spoke n 
of as pin holes. A cheese in this condi tion is called "gassy" . Sometime s the gas holes 
are caused by yeast in which case they are usuall y much larger in size than the pin
holes. 
MEALY- A cheese that breaks down int o fine crumbs when pressed between the
fingers is called mea ly. Th e feeling between the fingers resembl es that of corn meal. 
The condi tion is often associa ted with a sour Aavor and an "ac icly'' cheese and may be 
bleached or "acid out " in color. 
OPEN-T his term indi cates that the cheese is not compact but rad1er has openings 
thro ughout the cheese. The se are usually d ue to the mechanical failur e in pressing the 
curd and tend to prod uce a somewh at imp er fect union of the curd pieces. 
PASTY- A condition that is some times ca lled "salvy" . Such a cheese when pressed 
and rubb ed be tween the fingers appears to be very soft usually from excessive moisture . 
It also smears on the finger s and is sticky. 
SPONGY- The ideal body feels solid, firm and smoo th in consistency. A spongy 
body is one that lacks firmn ess and springs excessively wh en pressed . Very often such 
a conditi on is as5ociated with "gassy" holes. 
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SWEET CURD HOLES- l n certain types of cheese mad e with low acidity, small 
round gas holes sometim es appear. They arc often fou nd in very good cheese and 
are usually very glossy in appeara nce. Such holes arc spoken of as "swee t curd hol es" 
or "sweet gas ho les" . W hen they develop to a larger size they arc sometime s referred
to as "Swiss eyes ." 
WEAK - A weak bodied cheese is one that is soft a nd lacks firmn ess and is often 
caused by excessive moisture but is not necessarily sticky like a pas ty che ese. 
YEAST HOLE S--D uring the ferme ntation proess by yeast gas is formed rath er 
rapidly. Such holes spoken of as "yeast holes" are often elliptical in shap e and vary 
g rea tly in size. The y arc often spoken of as "fish eyes", 
F inish and app ea rance criticisms: 
CRA CKED RIN D-The rind of a cheese should be smoo th and free from cracks, 
Any cheese that shows cracks should be criticized . 
H UF FED -C heeses in whic h considerable gas has been produced often show a bulg-
ing of the sides and top . 
MOLDY-Thi s term is used to describe the presence of mold on the cheese, 
especially when it is under the paraffi n. 
ROT SPOTS-Whe n cheese has excessive moistur e, spo ts of decompo sed cheese 
ofte n appear on the surfa ce. Th ey arc often dirty in color and soft to the touch, 
SCALY PARAFF IN- Th e paraffi n on a cheese should adhere tightly to the cheese. 
If it is loose and scales off this criticism should be used. 
UNEVEN SURFACE-The surfac e of a cheese should be smooth and even. The 
presence of a high rim or ridge aro und the outside of the cheese or an unevenness of 
the surfa ce can be criticized by this term, 
WR IN KLED BAN DAGE- Th e bandage tha t covers the side of the cheese should 
fit tightly and smoothly under the paraffi n. 1f it does not, it can be criticized by thi s 
term. 
Color criti cism s: 
ACID CUT - The color of cheese should be uniform and even throughout the whole 
mass. When the color is bleached and show s light areas throug hout it is spoken of as 
being "ac id out", I t is caused by the prese nce of too much acid in the curd. 
UGI IT SPOTS-Sometimes spoke n of as white specks and ma y appear in cheese 
especially that whic h has been aged at low tempe ratur e, 
MOTTLE D-T his term is used to descr ibe a variation in the color of cheese. It con-
sists of irregular lighter color spots of rather large size so that it g ives a mottled appear-
ance . It is caused by an un even <listribution of the color in the clifTcrcnt particles o( 
cheese during the making process. 
SEAMY-A seamy appearance refers to a pale ring surr oundin g each piece of curd 
an d show ing a n outl ine of the pieces as they were before being pressed. 
SOILED - A term used to describ e a cheese which is uncl ean, dirty or has been 
soiled on the surface
WAVY-A cheese that shows streaks of lighter color that appears in the form of
waves is spoken of as being "wavy" in colo r. 
JUDG ING ICE CREAM 
While ice cream is one of our leading dairy produc ts, it has on ly been 
wi thin the last few years that any g reat effort has been mad e to stand-
ardi ze this prod uct by mea ns of judg ing. Du rin g the devel op ment and 
standardization of ice-cream judging many score ca rds have been proposed . 
W hile all do not ag ree as to which is the best scor e card for the pur pose, 
the larger group of those inte rested have settled upon the card presen ted 
here. 
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ICE CREAM SCORE CARD AND HOW TO USE IT 
T he score card used where laborator y facil ities a re available includes 
bacte ria count. The maximum ratin gs for the separate divisions are : 
Bacteria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Flavor . .. . ....... .. . . ........ . ......... . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . 50 
Body and textur e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .... . . . ....... .. . ... 25 
Packa ge and color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
100 
The bacteria count is conside red perfect whe n by the sta ndard plate 
met ho d it is fo und to be less than 50,000 per gram . A dedu ct ion of one 
point is made fo r each 25,000 ove r 50,0 00. When it is desired to judge 
ice cream where laboratory fac ilities are no t availa ble and for in structional 
purposes the facto r of bacte ria is considered perfect on th e score card and 
other descr iptiv e material is added which aids in its use. 
ICE CREAM SCORE CARD 
. ......... . . . Samp le No . .. . 
F actor I Student sco re I 
Gr ades 
O ffic ial 
score Cr i 
Sco re 
Criti c isms 
I I I 
I 
(50) I Dry o r con-I Egg po wde r milk 
Body 
I I I 
I Ilic 
tex tur e (25) I Hi gh acid Neutr a lize r Lacks fine Old 
I I I I 
Lacks 
(20) 20 .00 Unn atur ,I Too T oo 
Lacks swee tness 
I I I 
I 
co lor (5) I 
I Body and texture : 
I I l l T OT AL ( 100) Cru mbly Coa rse icy 
I I 
I I 
Weak 
PLACING I Package and co lor : I co lo r 
(TOT AL) . · I I Ru sty cans Unc lean CN CRITI C ISMS I colo r 
Cur dy not melt 
GRADE . .. .. ... . . . . .. ... . .. . Whc ·s 
by th e Am eri can Scie nce Associat io n. 
JUDGING PROCEDURE 
In the judging of ice cream care shou ld be tak en that proper refrige ra-
tio n is prov ided to keep the samp les in goo d con diti on . The ice cream 
should be so temp ered that it can be dipp ed read ily but is not soft . Ice 
cream that is too hard or too soft is to score, especia lly for body 
and text ur e. T o show melting q uality, a scoopfu l of eac h sample sho uld 
be placed on a plate as th e jud gi ng starts and allowed to stand throughout 
the jud ging so that th e p rog ressive melting may be observ ed . Th e body 
and texture should be determined first, while the ice cream is firm. By 
th e use of th e spoo n and th e eye such cond ition s as "fluffy ", "crumbly ", 
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and "soggy" can be det ermin ed. A sma ll amount placed in the mouth 
will reveal such defects as "butt ery", "gelatin lump s", and "weak". If it 
is chewed slowly , "sandin ess" or the presence of an "icy" condit ion will 
be noti ced. The small amoun t of ice cream th at has been placed in the 
mouth shou ld then be held on the ton gue for a minute or two until it is 
warm and the volati le flavo rs can rise into th e nose. Th e mout h should 
remain closed dur ing this tim e and the flavors gradua lly forced out throu gh 
the nose. Practic e is usually needed because of the coldn ess and the sugar, 
which are not found in other dairy produ cts. 
FIG. J 0.- High-qualit y ice cream is a refreshi ng dessert. 
Flavor.-As .in all oth er dairy produ cts the flavor should indi cate that 
it has been mad e from materials of high qu ality. The flavor should be 
clean, fine, and sweet. The extr act or flavorin g should be present in such 
amounts that it will impart a characteristic flavor. Variable judgment 
shoul d be used when one is scoring on the qu estion of inten sity of flavor, 
as some localities demand higher flavor s than others. Th e characte r of the 
flavoring material should be consid ered. It should be pleasing and well 
blended. 
D escription of Aavor Rating 
Hi ghly pleasing and desirable. Fresh, creamy, clean Aavor, flavor-
ing well blended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.0 to 50.0 
Desirabl e but not too well blended. Too sweet, lacks sweetness, too 
high Aavor, lacks flavorin g, lacks fine flavor, slight egg, cooked, 
condensed, or dry milk . . ... ... . . .. . . . ... .. ................. 42.5 to 44.5 
Objectionab le flavor. High acid, egg, cooke d, cond ensed or dry mi lk, 
unnatura l flavoring, old ingredient s, sto rage, feed , oxid ized, salty. 39.5 to 42.0 
Forei gn (off) flavor. Salty, feed, high acid , neutrali zer, old ingre-
d ients, oxidized, storage, and un clean . . . .. . ... . .. . .. .. ..... . . 36.0 to 39.0 
Unsalable product is scored zero. 
◄ 
r 
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Body and texture.- The ideal body and texture for ice cream is one 
that is smooth to the tongue, free from larg e ice crysta ls, fine grained, and 
comp act. It melts down freely on the plate and resembles the body of 
high-qu ality sweet cream. 
Descript ion of body an d texture 
Very des irable. Firm, smoo th, velvety .. . ... . .... ... . . . .. . ...... . 
Fairly desirable. Fluffy, cru mbl y, coarse or icy, weak or soggy . . . . 
Undesirable. Sandy, or any of the follow ing to a pronou nced deg ree : 
crumbly, coarse or icy, butte ry, weak . .. ...... . . . ... ... .... . 
Rating 
24.5 to 25.0 
22.0 to 24.0 
20.0 to 22 .0 
Melting quality.-A sma ll amount of ice cream should be allowed to 
melt at room temp erature and the followi ng cond itions observed: 
Desirable .- Melts freely, free from curd , and does not whey off. o 
add itiona l cut on body and texture . 
Undes irable.-C urd y, does not melt, spongy or wheys off. Make addi -
tional deduc tion in score fo r body and textu re, but not to exceed one point . 
Color.- Desirable color should be unifo rm and natural , in which case 
there should be no deduction. Undesirable, unnatur al, or un even color 
should have a maximum dedu ction of on e point. 
Package .- D esirable package shou ld be clean, bright , and with parch-
me nt if in a can in which case there shou ld be no deduction. Un desi rable 
packag e may be an uncl ean can , ru sty can, a can wit hout parchment m 
which case th e maximum deductio n is one point. 
T ERMS USED IN JUDGING ICE CREAM 
Flavor criticisms : 
CON DENSED MILK or DRY MILK-T his term is used to describe a Aavor result-
ing from the excessive use of condensed or d ried milk products . Whil e they a re used 
in ice cream their Aavor should not be noti ceable. 
COOK ED- A flavor resembling boiled or over-hea ted milk or milk prod ucts. Some -
times called scorched . May be due to the .Aavor in the materials used or to a too h igh 
pasteuriza tion temperature on the ice cream mix. 
EGG POWDE R-T he use of egg yolk powder somet imes causes a noticeable flavor 
in ice cream. The mos t objec tionable flavor is whe re poor flavored or s tale egg powder 
is used. 
GARLI C- A flavo r resemb ling the odor of gar lic is found in ice cream made from 
milk drawn from cows that have eaten wild garlic. 
H IGH ACID- Wh en m ilk or m ilk prod ucts have a slig ht ly sour flavor and odo r 
it is called "hig h acid" . A pronounced conditi on of this kind is called "sour". 
LACKS F l E FLAVOR - Somet imes an ice crea m docs not have the fine, full flavor
that one desires. In such cases thi s term is used to describe the defect . It also m ay 
be caused by poor qualit y flavoring. 
LACKS FLAV ORIN G-A n ice crea m should be pleasingly flavored, but sufficient ly 
strong to show its char acter istics. If this is not the case the above term is used to 
designate the defect . Often caused by not using enoug h flavorin g extrac t. 
LACKS SWEET ESS- Wh en a prod uct is not sweet as whe n no t enough sugar is 
used, the above term is used . 
METAL LIC-T his flavor g ives one the impr ession of hold ing a piece o( metal in 
the mouth between the teeth . It is often caused by the presence of meta llic salts in 
the milk products fro m which the ice cream was made or from handlin g in ru sty cans . 
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NEUTRALIZER-When dairy prod ucts of high acid con tent are used in the ice 
cream mix and alkal ies arc added to reduce the acidity a "neutralizer" or "soda" flavor 
is produced. 
OLD INGREDIENTS -- At tim es there arc flavors that cannot be defined exactly but 
which resemble old, ofT-Aavored products . Such Aavors are referred to as "o ld in-
gredient" flavors. 
RANCID-A flavor characterist ic of spoi led butterfat and resembles the flavor of 
butyric acid . It is clue to the decompositio n of the butterfat and may be found in any 
product that contains rancid fat. 
SALTY-A salty flavor in the product usually results from cont amination by salt. 
Although some makers add a small amou nt of salt to the mix, a noticeable sal ty flavor 
should be cri ticized . 
STORAGE - T his flavor develops in ice cream when held for considerab le time in 
storage. It grad ually loses soem of its del icate flavor and deve lops a "storage" flavor . 
TOO SWEET - When a sample seems to be sweeter than the taste desired, this term 
is used. It is caused by too much sugar being used 
TOO HIGH A FLAVOR - Too much flavoring extract of good quality may result 
in a flavor that would be referred to as "too h igh a flavor." 
UNNATURAL FLAVORING - This term refers to the type of flavor and usually 
refers to synthet ic flavor resembling van illa. It may also result in the use of flavoring 
extracts other than vanilla in small amounts such as lemon or maple 
UNCLEAN - A term used to designate a Aavor and odor which one would asso-
ciate with unclean utensils or cans . Milk products made from milk which has th is 
flavor will ofte n impart it to the ice cream and is very undesirab le. 
Body and texture criticisms: 
BUTTE RY-When the ice cream contains butter gran ules large enough so that 
they can be detected on the tongue or roof of the mouth, it is called "buttery''. It 1s 
often present in improper ly homogenized ice cream. 
COARSE-The texture of an ice cream should be smooth and fine; when th is is 
not the case, it is cri ticized as being "coarse" . It may be caused by incorr ect com-
position or improper freezing. 
CRUMBLY- When ice cream docs not hold together but instead breaks or crumbles 
th is term is used. I t is due to incorrect composition and somet imes to too high an 
overrun. 
FLUFFY - The incorporation of: excessive amou nts of air 111 1cc cream produces 
a "fluffy" or light body. 
GELATINE LUMPS - Undissolvccl gelat ine is sometimes foun d in ice cream. Such a 
condition is defined as "gelatine lumps'' . 
GUMMY - T he use of too large an amo unt of stabilizer often gives a body and tex-
ture that will not melt readi ly. It has a firmness not characteris tic of ice cream of 
good body and texture. 
ICY-T his term is used to denote the presence of ice crys tals in the ice cream when 
they arc large enough to be noticeable between the teeth. Lar ge crystals may be due 
to too slow freezing or thawing and then freezing. Such samples should not be scored . 
SA DY-A term used to denote the presence of lactose crysta ls which are large 
enough to be no ticed on the tongue. They can usually be felt between the fingers and 
feel like very fine sand . 
SOGGY- Heavy, compact ice cream is often referred to as "soggy". It may be due 
to excessive sol ids in the mix or to a very low overrun which results in the incorpora-
tion of onl y a small amount of air . 
WEAK - W hen ice cream is held on the tongue, one expec ts it to melt down and 
feel somewhat like r ich cream . Whe n it melts clown and feels thin, more like mi lk 
than cream, refer to it as being "weak" . 
Melting quality criticisms: 
CURDY - Ice cream shou ld melt into a smooth, creamy mass. When the mass 
arpears curdled thi s term is used as a cr iticism . 
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DOES OT MELT-Wh en ice cream fails to melt down into a cream y mass this 
term is used as a criticism. 
WHEYS OFF-If the curd y conditi on has pr ogressed to the point wh ere the \'.ur d 
separat es from the serum or wh ey, this term 1s used . 
Package and color criticisms: 
NO PARCHMENT - Every can of ice cream should be covered with pa rchm ent 
under the I id. W hen this is not the case the package should be criticized. 
RUSTY- Wh en the interior of the contain er shows ru st spots the package should 
be criticized by using this term . 
UNCLEAN PACKAGE - All packages conta ining food produ cts should be clean. 
Wh en they are not they are criticized by this term. 
UN N AT URAL COLOR-Th e natura l color of cream is the color desired. Th e 
degree of intensity should not be criticized. T he occurr ence of shades of red . g reen, 
and orange should be conside red as unnatural in vanilla ice cream. 
UNEVEN COLOR - Wh en two or more lots of ice cream are mixed together af ter 
freezing an uneven color may result. 
COND UCTING A JUDGING CON TEST 
Judging of dairy products can be carried on wherever suitable samples 
and equipm ent are availabl e. The natur e of the work makes it possible
to carry on such work in the classroom if desired. High -school contests in 
the judging of milk, cream, and butter have been conducted for several 
years in N ebraska. Collegiate contests in judging of mi lk, butter , cheese, 
and vanilla ice cream have been conducted each year in connection with 
the dairy-indust ries exposition under the direction of the American Dairy 
Science Association. 
Observation indicates that there has been great variation in the training 
of the individuals that have taken part in these contests . A coach can 
impart to the pupil only knowledge that he has obtained from experience 
or from available literatur e. In an effort to standardize the information 
much research has been carried on throughout the United Stat es on 
methods of judging and factors affecti ng the quality of dairy products. 
Through the coopera tion of the United Stat es Departmen t of Agriculture 
and committe es of the Am erican Da iry Science Association much progress 
has been made in standa rdizing procedures . This information with other 
material as presented here it is hoped may be of value to the teache r or 
coach in presenting judging work to the student. 
MILK SAMPLES 
One quart of milk to represent each of the seven samp les to be scored, 
as well as the thr ee key samples, shou ld be on hand for each 12 to 15 
persons in the contest . It is preferable that it be divided into portions so 
that each group will hav e a freshly warmed sample when they examine 
it for flavor. Such samples not used for flavor determination should be 
kept cold unti l warmed for use. 
Materials for preparin g the bottle and cap exhibit should be available, 
such as parchment pape r, tin foi l, cloth, and string . A sedim ent tester 
and disks are necessary for preparation of sedim ent disks. Petri dish es for 
holding the disks are preferr ed but not absolut ely necessary. Paper cups 
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for use in tasting the milk are usuall y used, althou gh individual glass 
containers will answer if provision is made for rinsing them between 
samples. The milk to be scored shou ld show as wide a variatio n of flavors 
as possible but should represent marketable milk. The bottl es to be scored 
for bottle and cap should be prepared to show typi cal variations. Sediment 
disk s should show a considerable rang e. Each samp le for scoring should 
be well marked by numb er on the judgin g table. Usuall y thr ee key 
sampl es are prepared for the contestants to exami ne, with the judge 's 
scores and criticisms atta ched. Th ese should represent high, low, and 
medium quality in flavor, sedime nt, and bottle an d cap . Th e contest 
ordinari ly consists in jud gin g seven samples, which should cover a wide 
ran ge of scores for each facto r. 
Flavor samp les.- U sually a sufficient varie ty of flavor samples can be 
obtained by exami nin g the milk of several producers . Samples of milk 
from indi vidual cows will often furnish excellent var iety. If specific flavors 
are needed the following procedures may assist in producing the desi red 
flavors: 
BITTER-The add ition of a very small amount of quinin e or powdered gall will 
give this flavor. The amount used will depend upon the inten sity desired. 
CARDBOARD - A bottle of fresh, warm milk is placed in cold water (ice water 
is best) and stirred with a piece of clean copper until cooled to 45° F. Leave the 
copper stirrer in the m ilk and hold for several days at about 45° F . Th e flavor develops 
and wi ll be more pronounced after being held. Th e milk m ust be k ept cool and sweet. 
COO KED- Place bott le of mi lk in hot water bath, heat to 150 ° F., and hold for 
40 minutes and cool. 
COWY-Take a con tainer of fresh, warm milk and allow it to cool while exposed 
to a cloth which has been treated as follows: The cowy odor is the most pronou nced 
at po int s on the cow's bod y where there is the greatest amo unt of oily secret ion. If 
a cloth is ru bbed back of the ear or back of the front legs it wi ll absorb this oily 
secretion and odor. By ex posing the cloth to the cooling m ilk by han ging it over the 
container, the desired results can be obtained. 
DISINFECTA T-The additio n of a m inute quantity of the disinfectant mater ial 
or exposing the mi lk to a cloth upon which some of the disi nfectant has been placed 
should give the desired resul ts. Hypoc h lorite disinfectants do not affect the flavor of 
milk but most other disinfectants do. 
FEED-This flavor can be obta ined from the particular feed or gro up of feeds by 
exposing the warm milk, if the feeds have cons iderable odor, or subm erg ing them in 
the milk in a clean cloth , if they ha ve a mild flavor, whi le the mi lk is cooling. 
FLAT - The milk of individua l cows should be examined when looking for this 
flavor. Withholding all feed from a cow for four to five hours before milk ing will 
help to eliminate the flavors in the milk and tend to make it have less flavor and to 
be slightly flat. 
GARLIC or ONION - Drop a few pieces of cut gar lic or onion into the milk. 
HIGH ACID-A sample of mi lk held a t 70 ° F. for 10 to 12 hour s will usually 
develop this flavor. 
METALLIC-T his flavor is difficul t to produce satisfactor ily. If warm, fresh m ilk 
is p laced in a contai ner that is sligh tly rusty and allowed to cool slowly for 10 to 12 
hour s, the flavor may develop. 
MUSTY- The exposure of milk cooling to musty vegetab les such as beecs, turnips, 
or potatoes will give this flavor. 
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RANCID-This Aavor can be produced by adding a very minute quantity of 
butyric acid or exposing the milk while cooling to a cloth on which has been placed 
a few drops of butr yic acid or a small amount of rancid butte r. 
SALTY-A salty sample of mi lk can very often be found by samplin g the mi lk of 
individual cows. It can be produced by adding a small amount of common salt. 
UNCLEAN - The flavor is difficult to produce art ificially and can best be obta ined 
by samp ling the milk of the producers as it is delivered to a milk plant . It is no t 
usually hard to find in warm weather. 
WEEDY - The flavor is usually obtaine d without much difficulty in the fall, 
especially during a dry season. The exposu re of milk while cooling to some ha lf-dried 
rag weed should give a characteristic flavor. 
It is genera lly better to develop a stron ger flavor than desired, as it can 
be adjus ted by diluti ng with unflavored milk . With a littl e practice very 
good sets of samples can be prepa red. 
Sediment disks.-Se dim ent disks for judging can best be obtain ed by 
filtering pint samp les of warm milk through the sediment tester. Usually 
th e sample of milk as produced is much more satisfactory th an prepared 
samples. If several quarts of rather dirty milk can be obtain ed, disks 
showing diffe rent amounts of sediment can be prepared by filtering dif-
ferent amounts of milk. For a clean disk a sample can be run through 
th e second time. 
Bottle and cap.- A set of bottle and cap samples for judging can be 
prepa red at the time of the contest. In instructional work it is often desir-
able to prepare a set th at can be used more than once. In this case 
approximately a teaspoonful of form alin should be added to each quart of 
milk used. Skimmilk may be used in place of whole mi lk . W hile pint 
bott les are preferabl e, other sizes may be used if desired. 
The following suggestions will be helpful in the prepar ation of these 
samp les. Th e bottles are filled with milk in the usual mann er and capped 
with regular caps. (Fig. 3.) 
ABSORBENT CAP PROTECTOR - A piece of non -waterproof paper or cloth is 
placed over the top of bottle and fastened in place with wire, string, or rubber band. 
CHIPPED MOUTH - A bottle with a chipped mouth or pour ing lip will have to 
be selected to show this defect. 
DIRTY BOTTLE-S a bottle before filling that has a small amount of dirt 
dried on the inside walls . 
LEAKY CAP-Notch or dent the edge of cap before cappin g the bottl e. This will 
cause it to leak, when invert ed . 
LIP NOT PROTECTED-A bottle capped with an ordinary cap will be satisfactory. 
LIP PART IALLY PROTECTED - This will have to be shown by the use of special 
caps which only partly cover the pour ing lip. 
NOT FULL-Adj ust the amount of milk in bott le befo re it is capped . 
A perfect bottle and cap can be prepared by securely fastening some 
wa terproof material over the top of a full bottle of milk wit h a sealed 
fastener. Such ma terial as parchment pape r, tin foil, or regular hood caps 
can be used for this purpose. 
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CREAM SAMPLES 
Very little diffi culty should be ex perie nced in findin g suitable samples . 
Cream as delivered to th e cream stat ion or creamery will u sually furnish 
enough varie ty. Th e samples may be held in any conta iner that is handy , 
alt hou gh it should be so cons tru cted that the tasting rod can be dipped 
into the cream with ease. If sufficient variety of flavors are not available 
similar procedures as suggested in the case of milk may be followed. Th e • 
incubation of cream samples at a temperature of about 100" F. ior two or 
three days will usually develop a yeast flavor. Often the holding of cream 
at a temperature of 70° F. for three to four days will cause a moldy cream 
flavor. 
BUTTE R SAMPLES 
While it is desirable to have butter in tubs or other large contain ers 
so that a full trier of butter can be drawn, it is not practical under 
ordinary conditions. In cont ests of national cha racter this type of package 
is used but for smaller contests sma ller packages can be used with much 
less expense . Butter in any type of package that is available can be used 
for judging work. The one -pound print is a very satisfactory package or 
even the quarter-pound print may be used. Where such packages are used 
the factor of body is usually considered perfect because of the inability of 
the judge to draw a plug. A spoon can be used in place of a trier in 
thi s case. 
CHEESE SAMPLES 
As the style or shape of th e package of chedda r cheese docs not affect 
the score, a variety of shapes or styles of packages may be used in th e 
same class. Often it is difficult to obtain the desired quantity of cheese 
all in the same style of package. For that reason one should pay no 
atte ntion to th e style of the package. A section or slice of a lar ge r pack-
age, provided th e judge can draw a trier full of cheese, wi ll be satisfacto ry. 
Eit her white or yellow cheese may be used together in th e same gro up of 
samples. A ll cheese samples sho uld be tempere d at room temperature (or 
several hou rs before they are judg ed, as cold cheese is di fficult to judge. 
ICE CREAM SAMPLES 
Vanilla ice cream is usually used in a judging contest . Suitable samples 
can be obtained in most towns. The type of ice-cream contain er is of little 
importance, provided a sufficie nt supply is availa ble. J n the classroom or 
small contes t, pint samples are sufficie nt but enoug h pints of each sample 
should be availab le so that a fresh samp le can be had for each group of 
students or, it the sample is depleted, before the stude nts are through 
judging. 
In large contests usually two-and -one-half-gallon contain ers are kept 
in a ten -hole mechanically refrigerated cabinet adjusted to the proper 
temperature for dipping ice cream. In this case each student dips hi s own 
sample as he uses it. In a smaller contest samples can be kept und er 
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prope r refrigeration and brought to the place of judging as neede d. In 
this case the properly temper ed samples are numbered and submi tted for 
jud ging . The sample should ha ve a spoon in it with whi ch th e judge 
places a small amount of ice cream upon hi s own spoon, wh ich is placed 
in hi s mou th. This pro cedur e eliminat es the dipping of th e spoo n that 
has been in the judge 's mouth back into the ice cream sam ple. 
USE OF SCORE CARDS AND GUIDES 
Probabl y one of th e g reatest diffi culti es th at the inexperienced judg e 
encount ers is th e proper use of th e sco1e card. Fi gu res placed in th e wrong 
place. mistakes in adding, an d general careless ness are commo n troubles . 
The stud ent should score each item and place a check mark to the righ t 
of th e term or criti cism that describes th e defect. If the defect is not listed,
write it in the bla nk space . The smallest cut should be one -half point , 
excep t where on e-fourth point is used to break a tic. In sed iment scores 
the sma llest cut is on e-tenth point. Detailed scor ing g uid es for the dif -
feren t products designated for instructional use are very valuable, as cop ies 
can be made and fu rni shed each stud ent for study . 
MILK 
Flavor -- Perfect score, 25- ormal range, 12-24 
Highly pleasing and desirable, 23-25. 
Fine, clean, pleasing- no cr iticism required on the card. 
Desirable but lacking in quality, 21-22.5 . 
Flat (lack ing in full flavor), very slight feed, slightly cooked. 
Sligh tly objectionable, 18-20 .5. 
Cooked, slight feed, sligh tly salty, slightl y cowy, slightly metallic. slightly malty. 
Objectionable, 12 to 17.5. 
Strong feed, weedy, bitter, unc lean, cowy, sligh tly high acid, slightly rancid, 
cappy or cardboard, ga rlic or onion, malty. 
V cry objectionab le, 0 to l J .5. 
Rancid , strong cowy, high acid, slightly disinfectant. 
NOTE: Samples that are sour or strong disinfectant or unsalable, score 0. 
Sediment- Perfec t score, IO- Normal range , 5-10 
A perfectly clean d isk scores IO with deductions for increas ing amounts of sedi-
ment. (See photo of sta ndard disks.) Score whole points between 0 and 7, 
one-half po ints from 7 to 8, quarter points between 8 and 9.5, and one-tenth 
points between 9.5 and I 0. 
Bot tle and Cap- Perfect score, 5-Normal range , 3-5 
Perfect bottle and cap, 5 (no criticisms) . 
Clean bottle full of milk covered with waterproof hood cap and secu rely fastened . 
Imp erfect bottle and cap, 3-4 .75. 
Cuts made in score dependent upon defect. Based upon suggested cuts (sec 
list, page 9) . 
NOTE: The factors of bacteria (45 points) and temperature or acidity (15 points) are not used in 
student jud g ing contests and are cons idered perfect on the card. 
CREAM 
Flavor - Perfect score, 25-Norma l range , 12-25 
Very des irable, 23-25 (no cr iticism) . 
Clean, full, free from defect s. 
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Desirable, 21-22.5. 
Flat, very slight feed, slight cooked, watery. 
Slightly und esirable, 18 to 20.5. 
Cooked, feed, sal ty, sligh tly cowy. 
Undesirab le, 12-17.5 . 
Strong feed, uncl ean, yeasty, weedy, bitt er, musty, cowy. 
Very undesirable, 0 to 11.5. 
Rancid, greasy, metallic, onion or garl ic, very unclean , disinfectan t. 
Acidity- Perfect score, 15- Normal range, 0-15 
Desirable, 13-15. 
Sweet cream, 0.12 to 0.24 per cent acid ity. 
Desirable, 10-125. 
Slightly sour, 0.25 to 0.35 acidity. 
Undesirable, 7-9.9. 
Medium sour, 0.36 to 0.60 acidity. 
Undesira ble, 5-6 .9. 
Very sour, 0.6 to 0.8 acidit y. 
Undesirable, .5. 
Rank sour , over 0.8 acidit y. 
Smoothness and Body- Perfect score, 5-N ormal range, 2-5 
Satisfactory, 4. 5-5. 
No curd lumps, dirt, or mold. 
Satisfactory, 4-4 .4. 
Small amo unt curd lumps, slightly too thick or too thin. 
Unsatisfactory, 3.5-3.9. 
Large amount curd lumps , ve ry thick or too thin, slight boilin g or dirty. 
Unsatisfactory, 2-3.4. 
Moldy, boiling, or dirty . 
Sediment- Perfect score, IO-No rmal range, 0-10 
A perfectly clean disk scores 10 with deduct ions for increasing amounts of sedi-
ment. (See stand ard disks, page 6.) 
NOTE: The factor of bact eria (45 points) is not used in student ju dging co nt ests and is considered 
perfect on the score card. 
BUTTER 
Flavor-Perfe ct score, 45-N ormal range, 31-39 
Desirable, 38-39 . 
Fres h, fine, sweet, and clean (no critic ism used on card). 
Desirable, 37-37.5. 
Fresh, sweet, an d clean. Also very slight feed, coa rse, or Aat. 
Slightly objectionable, 35.5-36.5. 
Slightly burned, oily, heated, neutral izer, yeasty, feedy, brin y, storage, cowy,
acidy, cheesy, weedy , cooked, ta llowy. 
Objectionab le, 33 .5-35 . 
Pronounced ly burn ed, oily, heated, storage, neutralizer, cowy, yeasty, cheesy,, 
weedy, feedy; slightly me tallic, woody; bitt er, uncl ean, very slight old cream .. 
Objectionable, 32-33 . 
Old cream, unclean , musty, sligh t gaso line, lime or alkalin e, fishy, metallic . 
Very objectionab le, 30-31.5. 
Garlic, gaso line, rancid, pro nounc ed or stale old cream; pronounced oily, 
metallic, cheesy. 
Body- Perfect score, 25-No rma l range, 23-25 
Desirab le, 25 (no criticism). 
Fi rm, waxy, good grai n. 
r 
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Undesirable, 24-24.5 . 
Cloudy brine , crumbly, greasy, leaky, mealy, salvy, sticky, weak, gumm y. 
Und esirable, 23-23.5 . 
Prono un ced cloudy brin e, crumbly, g reasy, gummy, mealy, salvy, sticky, weak, 
leaky. 
Color- Perfe ct score, 15-N ormal ran ge, 13-15 
Desirable, I 5 ( no critic ism) . 
Uniform color th roughout. May be light, med ium, or full golden yellow. 
Undesirable, 13-14.5. 
Color specks (reddish orange), mottles, uneven, wavy, wh ite specks. 
Salt- Perfect score, IO-Norm al range, 9-10 
Desirable, 10 (no criticism). 
Uniform, all dissolved; may be unsa lted , light salted, medium salted, heavy 
salted. 
Undesirable, 9-9.5. 
Undissolved or gritty. Very heavy salt (v ery briny). 
Package- Perfect score, 5- Normal range, 4-5 
Desirable, 5 (no cri ticism). 
Neatly packed in clean, sound packages. 
Undesirable, 4-4.5 . 
Dirty tub, poor finish. 
NOTE: As the package can be easily soiled by the studen ts, all samp les shou ld be given a perfect 
score on package in a student contest. 
CHEESE 
Flavor- Perfect score, 45- Norrnal range, 36-41 
High ly pleasing, 40-43 (no criticism) . 
Characteri stic cheese flavor, wel l developed, clean, or desirable but lacking 
characteri. tic cheese flavor. 
Desirable, 37-39.5. 
Slightly bitter, slightl y cowy, slightly fcedy, slight ry weedy. 
Slightly objectionable, 35-36.5. 
Pr onoun ced ly cowy, pronounc ed ly feedy, pro nouncedly weedy, mode rately bit ter, 
slightly acid , slightly fruity, slightl y unclean, slig htly fermented, slightly 
moldy, slightly rancid, slightly yeasty. 
Objectionable, 30-34.5 . 
Pronouncedly acid, bitter, fruity, uncl ean, ferm ented, moldy, rancid, yeast. 
Body and Textur e- Perfect score, 30-Nor mal range , 26-29.5 
Very desirable, 29-30 (no cr iticism) . 
Firm, wax y, smooth, and not more than three small mechanical open ings on a 
trier plug . 
Desirable, 27.5-28.5 . 
Firm, waxy, smooth but slightl y open. (Four to six mechanica l or sweet cu rd 
holes on trier plu g .) May also be flaky. 
Slightly objectionable, 25.5-27. 
Slightly corky, cru mbly, curdy, mealy, pasty, lum py, weak, gassy ; open (a few 
pin holes, 7 to 12 mechanical openings or sweet curd holes on a tr ier plug), 
sweet curd holes, yeast holes. 
Objectionable, 23.5-25. 
Distinctly corky, crumbly, mealy, pasty, gassy, weak, open; (many p111 holes or 
ragged mechan ical openin gs) . 
Very objectionable, 20-23. 
Spongy structure, yeast holes , or weak. 
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Fin ish- Perfect score , 15- N ormal ra nge, 14-15 
Desirab le, 15. 
Clean, neat, smoo th rind . Sou nd a nd uniform in color . 
Undesirab le, 14-14.5. 
Hu ffed, light spots, scaly paraffin, uneven surfaces, wrink led bandage, moldy, 
soiled. 
Very undes irable, 13-13.5. 
Cracked r ind , rot spots. 
Color- Perfect score, IO-No rmal rang e, 9 -10 
Desirable, 10. 
Even and sligh tly translucent. 
Undesirable, 9-9 .5. 
Aci<l cut, seamy, wavy, mottled, faded. 
NOTE: Color should nol be scored off unless defect is quite apparent. 
ICE CREAM 
Fla vor- Perfect score, 50- Norm al range , 36-46 
D esirable, 45-50 (no criticism) . 
Fresh, clean, creamy, well blended . 
Poor blending, slight off flavors, 42.5-44.5 . 
Lacks fine flavor, lacks flavorin g, lacks sweetness, too hig h flavoring, too sweet; 
slight cooked, egg, condensed or dry milk. 
Objectionab le, 39.5-42. 
Cooked, egg, condensed or dry milk, feed, high acid, old ingredie nt, oxidized, 
salty, storage, u nnat u ral flavori ng. 
Foreign and off flavors, 36-39. 
Feed, high acid, neutralizer, old ingredient, oxid ized, salty, storage, unc lean. 
Body and Te xture- Perfect score, 25- Nor mal rang e, 20-25 
Very des irable, 24.5-25 (no criticism). 
Definite defects, 22-24. 
Coarse or icy, crumb ly, fluffy, weak, soggy. 
Objectionable defects, 20-22 . 
Prono unced coarse or icy, fluffy, weak, buttery, sanely. 
NOTE: For u1dcsirable melting qua lity (curdy, does not melt, wheys off) the maximum cut is 
one point. No cut is made if the ice c ream me lts freely to smooth and creamy consistency. 
Color and Packag e-- Perfect score, 5- Norma l range, 4-5 
Desirable, 5 (no criticism) . 
Defects, 3-4.5 . 
Unnatural or uneven color, un clean or rusty can, no parc hme nt. 
NOTE: The 20 points needed to make 100 arc given to Lhe bacteria count and are used when 
desired or when faci li t ies permit, but not in student judging co ntests. 
When the flavor is so bad as to make the sample unsa lable, the flavor score is zero. In judging 
contests only salable samp les are used, and the minim um flavor score is 36. 
Since the can may become soiled and parch ment disarranged by con testants, "package" is given 
a perfect score in student judg ing contests. 
The contestant should score each item and place a check mark to th e ri ght of the defect. If the 
defect is not listed, wr ite it in a blank space. The smallest cut on any i tem is one-ha lf point except 
that one-fourth point may he used to break ties. 
A combination of two or more defects often justifies giving a lower score value than that 
indicated for eit her defect alone. 
CONTESTS 
Only those pe rsons that have had tra inin g and some expen ence in th e 
process of jud ging should be entered in a contest. They should be in 
good health , dr essed in clean clothes, and free from body odor s. Thi s is 
especially true of hands. Th e use of strong-smellin g soap, tobacco, or 
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other materials will often hinder the work of not only that person but 
also others within smelling distance. As the contest lasts for several hours 
a good night's rest, followed by a norm al or slightly lighter than normal 
meal, should be taken previous to the contest . No strong- flavored foods 
or those likely to upset the stoma ch sho uld be ea ten . Durin g th e contest 
some coaches prefer to furnish fr uit suc h as apples to enable the individual 
to clear his mouth . Water, no doubt, is as satisfactory as anything and 
tl iminat es the possibi lity of fruit flavors and odors. 
The mental attitude of the con testants is very important. Th ey should 
ente r the contest with the purpose of learning rather than with that of 
winning. Too often the latter idea has made the cont estant nervous a nd 
he has fai led to use good judgment durin g the contest . A feeli ng of self-
confidence and the resolve to score the produc ts accurately regardless of 
the outcome of the contest is the proper attitude. It is an educationa l 
contest and not all can win, but all will profit from the exper ience . 
Th e mate rial needed by the judge is a good pencil and a butter trier. 
A six-inch-size butter trier will be handy to use. In general the room 
should be ligh t, of no rmal temperature, free from odors, and large enough 
to accommoda te th e students. A large table should be availab le for holding 
samples of each product. A supply of fresh warm and cold water is neces-
sary, as well as con tain ers for waste materia ls. A sink is very desirable. 
A score card for each sample of the different products to be scored should 
be available and packaged ready for distribution as the contestant is ready 
for them. 
RULES GOVERNING JUDGING CONTESTS 
I. A team shall consist of three perso ns. 
2. No ma rk of identification of the contestant or school shall be in 
evidence during the contest. 
3. o notebooks or paper sha ll be taken into the contest. Score cards 
will be furnished . 
4. While the contest is in prog ress there shall be no communication 
between contestants . 
5. All persons except the contestants and those in charge shall be 
excluded from the place of scoring during the contest. 
6. Each contestant on entering the place of contest will be assigned a 
number and will be g iven score cards on which to reco rd his scores and 
criticisms. The contestant shall place th e number assigned him on each 
card . 
7. The contesta nt s will be divided into groups containing one indi-
vidual from each team. Each gro up will score samples of products as 
directed. 
8. The perso n in charge shall set out three key samples of each 
produc t, showing good, medium, and poor quality, with the judge's score 
and criticisms attached. The contestants sha ll have access to these samples 
during the 10 minutes p revious to their scoring of that product in the 
contest, and th en only. 
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9. Each contestant shall score seven samp les of each prod uct, 45 
minut es being allowed for each produ ct. 
10. Each contestant should look his cards over carefully for mi stakes 
in order to see that they are mark ed with proper placing of sample s and 
then arranged in order with No. 1 card on top and turn ed in to th e person 
in charge of the group. 
GRADING OF CARDS 
T he wor k of the contestants shall be graded in the following manne r: 
Th e scores, criti cisms, and placing shall be graded separa tely, but the 
grades shall be added to form the total for the produ ct. Th e lowest score 
wm s. (See Fig. 11.) 
C 
p 
student should mark his card with his number and number of sample
(B) Place scores and placing of samp le in first column and check crticisms describing 
defects observed. 
(C) The contestant's grade on score on each item is the difference between his score 
and t he officia l score. 
(D) The criticism checked by the student shou ld be the same as the official criticis m. 
The grade and criticism shall not exceed one ooinr for any one irem . Tf the 
student has one cr111cism right out of two, 0.5 is given as a grade. 
(F) The grade on placing is the difference between the student placing and the official 
pla.cing . 
The student's grade for rhe samole is the sum of the score grade, the placing 
grade , and the criticism grade . 
MILK SCORE CARD 
No. 
St 
Facto r s Score 
45 . 00 
PLACING 
GRADE ON CRITICISMS----- - - - - - - - ---
TOTAL GRADE ------ - - -- - --- - -- - - - - --
Approved. by the American Dai ry Sci ence Associ ati on. 
t or 
FIG. 11.- Expla nacion of use and gradin g of score card. 
I 
0 
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Score .-The contestant's score on each item on the score card will be 
given a g rade expressed by the difference betw een his score and the official 
score. For example , if a stud ent scores flavor 22.50 and the judg e's score 
is 22.0, the student receives a g rade of 0.5 point. 
Criti cisms.- Wh en the score of any item , such as flavor, sediment , etc.,
is cut, a critical descriptiv e term must be checked ( except as specified on 
the score card) . In grading a student's criticisms the maximum cut for 
each item shall be one point. 
Placin g.-T he grade for placing is determined by the difference be-
tween the position of the contestant 's samples and the official placing. If 
the contestant, for example, placed the high est-scoring sample fourth, he 
loses thr ee poin ts; if he placed the second highe st sample sevent h , he loses 
five points; and so on fo r all seven sam ples. 
D eterm ining the grad es and pla cings.- Th e contestant' s grad e is found 
by adding the differenc es on scoring, placing, and criticism . Th e con-
testan t having the lowest g rade is placed first. A team's g rade is the sum 
of the grad es of its members. Th e team is placed according to its guide, 
the team having the lowest grade winning first place . 
Wh en two or more contestants tie, or team s have the same g rade, the 
awa rdin g of the prize is decided by de termi ning which has the lowest 
score on flavor, and then on othe r items in the order in which th ey 
appea r on the various score cards . If no prize is involved, the placing 
shall be g iven as a tie. 
METHODS OF TABULATING 
After the cards for each product have been graded a nd checked they 
can be tabulated eithe r by the use of the lar ge record sheet or the card 
system. The large score sheet provides a place for the contestant 's name 
and number as well as the team identi fication. F or each product judged 
nine columns are provided, one for each of the seven samples, and one 
for the total score for the individual and another for the total score of the 
team . In add ition a column should be provided for individ ual plac ing and 
one for the team placing, making a total of eleven columns for each 
prod uct . For the tabu lation of all product s, four column s a re necessary, 
one for the total score for the individual, one for team score, one for indi -
vidual placing, and one for team placi ng . Care should be tak en that errors 
are not made in tabu lating and addition. Additions can be checked by 
adding the totals for indi vidual scores in each product and compari ng 
them with the sums of the team scores for all products . After additions 
have been checked the placings can be made. 
Another me thod of tabulation is the card system, whic h is used by th e 
American Dairy Science Association and members of the Dairy Bureau of 
the U nited States D epartme nt of Agr icultur e at the National Coll egiate 
Contest each year. Thi s cons ists of tra nsferring the scores of each student 
for the partic ular product to a card. The total score is de termined by 
adding and the cards placed in order with the lowest score firs t. In thi s. 
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way the individual ranking for the product is obtained. This is carried 
out for each product. On another card the scores of all products are tab-
ulated for the contestants. These are added and the cards are placed in 
order to determine the ranking of the contestant . In the same manner, a 
card is made out for each team, using the totals from the cards on each 
product. In this way the team totals for each product and all produc ts 
are determined and ranked by sorting the cards . Eith er method of tabula-
tion can be used with satisfactory results. 
A new development in an effort to simplify tabulation is the intro-
duction of the multiple score card. This score card holds the record of 
seven samples of the product to be scored. In addition a place is furnished 
for the tabulation of the grades on the seven samples. The method of 
grading consists of a cut-out card upon which the official scores are 
written. This card fits over the score card, thus saving the writing of the 
official scores on each contestant 's card. This saves considerable time in 
grading. This new method of grading has not as yet been used in the 
national contest, but it is believed that such a system will soon be used. 
After it has been perfected it may be desirable to use such a system in 
smaller contests. 
[6M] 
